
Built-in Appliances

Easy way to 
perfect results
Discover perfect built-in appliances 
to make your time spent in the 
kitchen as pleasant as possible. 

Shhh…quieter 
cooker hoods
Introducing EcoSilence Drive to 
Bosch hoods so you can relax in a 
quieter kitchen.

Loads better for 
a perfect sparkle
Learn about VarioFlex Pro basket 
systems for maximum flexibility and 
brilliant dishwashing results.
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Awards 2014

“I have always acted according to 

the principle that it is better to lose 

money than trust. The integrity of my 

promises, the belief in the value of my 

products and in my word of honour have always 

had a higher priority to me than a transitory profit.” 
Robert Bosch, 1921

Karl has devoted his working 
life to Bosch and has helped 
us design new products, 
develop new technologies 
and ensure that feedback 
from customers continues  
to help shape our products 
of the future.
 
His detailed knowledge 
of our products and long 
experience can now, for the 
first time, be accessed by 
customers who are looking 
to purchase a new appliance.
 
In each section throughout 
this brochure – home 
laundry, dishwashers  
and refrigeration –  
Karl has written a useful 
Q&A guide that identifies 
the most important factors 
you should consider when 
purchasing a new appliance.

Who are Bosch?
Meet Karl…
…the Bosch Engineer

Bosch’s outstanding quality and 
customer experience. No other brand 
has won this accolade as many times 
and four years running is a record.

The values that shaped Robert 
Bosch’s vision for his new company 
in 1886 are the same principles that 
guide the business today; never lose 
the trust of your customers, look 
after your staff and partners and 
change things for the better. It’s what 
has kept Bosch at the forefront of the 
home appliance industry and what 
will keep it there in the future.

For over 125 years, the Bosch 
name has been synonymous with 
engineering excellence. Our home 
appliances are renowned for their 
quality, reliability and performance 
which derives from our inherent, 
unflagging commitment and the 
painstaking thoroughness with which 
every unit is made. As you would 
expect from German engineering, 
there are no gimmicks or frills with 
our products – just pure, clean lines 
and beautiful, functional simplicity 
that will enhance any kitchen.

For the fourth year running, Bosch 
has received a prestigious Which? 
Award – Best Home Appliance 
Brand for 2014. Our success is the 
fifth time in six years that we have 
received a coveted Which? Award 
that independently recognises 
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2 | Customer service

Service you can depend on.
For help with your home appliance,  

trust Bosch Customer Service.

Product advice.
If you need help using programmes or 
features, or need assistance selecting 
a new Bosch appliance from our 
current range, our product advice 
team can help.

You can call us on
0344 892 8979 or visit:  
www.bosch-home.co.uk  
for frequently asked questions  
and help videos.

Arrange an engineer visit. 
Our appliances are manufactured to 
the highest standards, but if you do 
need a visit from an engineer we are 
here to help. We have teams of locally 
based engineers around the country 
– employed and trained by Bosch*. 
This gives them unrivalled expertise 
and knowledge of our appliances.  
We repair appliances both in and out 
of guarantee. All repairs are analysed 
in advance by a technical team so 
that the parts likely to be needed  
to complete the repair are sent to  
the engineer’s van the night before 
the visit. 

To arrange an engineer visit to  
your home please call: 
0344 892 8979 
Lines are open 24 hours.

You can also arrange an engineer  
visit online by visiting:
www.bosch-home.co.uk/bookonline

Visit the Bosch online store.
Find a comprehensive selection of 
accessories to help you get the most 
out of your appliance, along with our 
full range of replacement spare parts 
and cleaning and care products at 
the Bosch online store.

You can also purchase Tassimo hot 
drinks machines, vacuum cleaners, 
irons, steam stations, kettles, 
toasters and food preparation 
appliances directly from us online.

You can call us on
0344 892 8979 or visit:  
www.bosch-home.co.uk/store

Calls will be answered 24 hours a day, seven days a week.  

You can contact our specialist advisors Monday to Friday 

8am to 8pm, Saturday 8am to 4pm and Sunday 9am to 3pm. 

We advise that you register your 
appliances so that we have full 
records in the event of needing to 
contact you about a product update. 
Visit www.registermyappliance.org.uk 
for more information.



* In some remote areas we may use an approved service partner where the repair process may vary. 
** Domestic and General Survey 2014. 
 Calls are charged at the basic rate. Please check with your telephone service provider for exact charges.

Accessories.
Many appliances can be enhanced 
with optional extras, such as 
telescopic rails for ovens or  
special cookware for hobs. 

When buying a Bosch home 
appliance, you know you are 
purchasing a quality, reliable  
product. However many appliances 
are used daily, so need cleaning  
and maintaining to keep them  
looking great and operating at  
peak performance.

Every one of our cleaning and care 
products has been thoroughly tested 
and approved for safe and effective 
use on your Bosch home appliance.

Replacement spare parts.
We keep in stock a comprehensive 
range of replacement spare parts for 
our appliances for up to ten years.  
All our parts are original spare  
parts, not copies.

Highly commended service.
Bosch Customer Service is  
proud to be recognised in the 
Domestic and General Total 
Excellence and Quality awards.  
These prestigious awards are  
voted for by our customers.  

In our latest results 94.6%**  
of customers said our service  
was excellent or good.  
This meant Bosch received the  
Highly Commended accolade.
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Sustainably produced.
Economical in use.
One of our guiding principles has been to design new technologies that 

save our customers time and effort, but also save energy and natural 

resources to minimise the impact of modern lifestyles on the environment. 

Oven – Hotair Eco
Cooking on one shelf? Then save 
energy and select the Hotair Eco 
programme. It’s ideal for one shelf 
meals like lasagne, shepherd’s pie 
and casseroles. You get exactly the 
same results as normal, just with 
30% less energy*.

*30% more economical (0.66kWh) than the maximum 
value (0.99kWh) allowed for energy efficiency class A 
(measured in accordance with EN 50304).



You can easily identify our most sustainable 
and energy efficient products throughout this 
brochure as they will have a ‘Green Technology 
inside’ symbol displayed next to them. 

The difference that Green Technology can make 
in helping you live an easier, more convenient  
and more sustainable life can be seen in all  
of our appliances.

Fridge freezer A++
Our A++ energy rated fridge 
freezers, which are available from 
our Serie 6 range, cost as little as 
£35 per year** to run in electricity.

Dishwasher – AquaStar
AquaStar dishwashers use just  
6.5 litres of water (that’s less 
than a sink full) to clean 13 place 
settings for a three-course meal.

**Based on KIS87AF30G using 226kWh as stated 
on the EU energy certificate at £0.154 per kWh.
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Ovens.
Using the highest quality stainless steel and glass, our ovens and 

compact appliances combine beautifully to deliver a timeless, 

elegant and stylish finish to any kitchen with sleek, co-ordinated 

lines and matching panels.

To view our full range of ovens, visit www.bosch-home.co.uk

Single ovens

Double ovens

Compact ovens

Our premium range. 
Impressive technology and design. 
From their elegant design and crystal 
clear TFT touch display the range of 
Serie 8 ovens meet every need and 
more in the kitchen. The innovative 
control wheel provides convenience 
and functionality with full control  
over your dishes at all times. 
Plus, thanks to sensor-controlled 
programmes, you’ll achieve perfect 
results every time. 

Our essential range. 
Simple elegance meets superior 
technology. Serie 6 ovens give you 
more than just convenient operation 
and maximum energy efficiency. 
Modern functionality means your 
oven is easy to use with various 
programmes to suit various foods,  
all available to view clearly on the 
large LED display.

Our practical model. 
Modern design, quality engineering 
and practicality. The Serie 4 
compact microwave oven looks 
stunning inside and out. Microwave 
technology makes it easier for you 
and the family to cook.

* 30% more economical (0.66kWh) than the maximum value (0.99kWh) allowed for 
energy efficiency class A (measured in accordance with EN 50304).

Serie | 8 Serie | 6 Serie | 4
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For perfect results, you’ll  
need the right kind of heat.
Truly perfect baking and roasting requires not only the ideal 

temperature, but also the appropriate heating mode. From 

4D Hotair to Hotair Eco, Serie 8 ovens offer up to 15 different 

heating modes that deliver great results, whatever the dish.

8 | Ovens
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Why choose Bosch?

Everything you need at your 
fingertips.
Our new, intuitive control wheel 
makes cooking easier than ever. With 
just a small turn of the stainless steel 
wheel, you can adjust any of your 
oven’s settings, giving you full control 
over your dishes at all times with the 
perfect end result. 

Gently does it. 
No crash, no bang, no wallop.  
A busy kitchen doesn’t need to be 
a noisy one. By integrating a hidden 
mechanism into our ovens, we have 
created SoftClose and SoftOpen 
Doors that gently, quietly and safely 
close. Another simple and stunning 
addition to our ovens that makes 
them simply more stunning.

At last, something in the kitchen 
that will clean itself. 
The EcoClean Direct special coating 
of microfine ceramic particles on 
the interior walls absorbs grease 
and residue, breaking them down via 
oxidation. All you need to do is wipe 
the bottom and inside of the glass 
door for a brilliantly clean oven.

Full steam ahead – for full taste.
Dishes can turn out even better if 
you add a little bit of moisture from 
time to time. That’s exactly what our 
added steam function on single ovens 
does; for juicy meat with crispy skins 
and perfectly browned breads with 
the perfect crust. 

Even heat. Maximum flexibility.
Thanks to 4D Hotair, you can place your 
food on any of the four shelf levels and the 
results will be consistently perfect. Our new 
fan wheel makes it possible: it changes the 
direction of rotation during operation to 
distribute heat evenly on every level. And 
that’s not all: with 4D Hotair, you can also 
bake and roast on up to four different levels 
simultaneously. For reliable results from top 
to bottom.

Same results cooked with less energy.
Hotair Eco is a version of Hotair cooking, 
the most commonly used heating mode 
in homes. Thanks to special temperature 
controls, your oven is never a single degree 
hotter than necessary and uses up to 30% 
less energy. This makes our ovens great for 
precision cooking on a single baking level 
– ideal for cakes, casseroles, meat dishes, 
frozen foods, and much more.

Save energy by choosing the right kind  
of heat.
In addition to classic top and bottom heat, 
Serie 8 ovens feature Top and Bottom Heat 
Eco, a new eco-friendly mode for extremely 
efficient operation. Prepare perfect 
sponges, cakes, delicate pastries, bread and 
rolls while saving valuable energy.

Taste the difference.
Our drying heating mode is a healthy 
alternative to buying dried fruit from the 
supermarket. Whether you want dried 
apples for muesli or dried tomatoes for 
antipasti – your oven has it covered. You’ll 
taste the difference – and can be sure that 
additives never reach your plate.



Q:  Will the oven I choose meet 
all my cooking needs?

A:  Yes. When you cook with a 
Serie 8 oven and experience the 
PerfectBake and PerfectRoast 
functions, there is almost no 
limit to what you can do. The 
combination of these two sensor-
controlled functions ensures that 
your oven always knows exactly 
how your dish is progressing. It 
sets the optimal heating mode, 
temperature and cooking time 
accordingly. Every dish, from 
roast beef to lemon pie, is cooked 
to perfection, so you no longer 
need to constantly check on 
their progress – unless you can’t 
help but admire the cutting-edge 
technology at work.

Q:  How can I use my oven  
more efficiently?

A:  By selecting the right programme, 
depending on what and how you 
are cooking, you will be able to 
ensure you can reduce your energy 
consumption with no impact 
on the end cooking result. For 
example, if you are cooking a one 
shelf meal – such as lasagne, pies 
or a casserole – select Hotair Eco 
and you will use up to 30% less 
energy*. When you roast meats, 
select the Hotair grilling function 
which has a rotisserie effect and 
uses 35-40% less energy than 
traditional roasting. 

Q:  What are the benefits of a 
compact appliance?

A:  Compact appliances are a great 
alternative to double ovens if 
the second oven offers little 
functionality. As well as being 
multifunctional, your compact 
appliance has been designed to 
perfectly complement** the single 
oven you choose – giving your 
kitchen a stylish finish, especially 
when also paired with warming 
drawers and coffee machines. 
Our compact appliance range 
includes microwaves, microwave 
combinations and steam ovens.

How do I choose 
the right oven?
The kitchen lies at the heart of every home, so it makes sense to consider 

all the options carefully when it comes to buying a new or replacement 

oven. There are many types to choose from, including single, double, 

multifunction, combination and steam. By answering some of the most 

common questions below, you should be able to quickly identify the right 

oven that will deliver exactly what you want. To help you choose the right 

oven for your home Karl, the Bosch Engineer has answered some of your 

most frequently asked questions.

10 | Ovens | Buyer’s guide

* 30% more economical (0.66kWh) than the maximum value (0.99kWh) allowed for energy 
efficiency class A (measured in accordance with EN 50304).

** Use models from the same range group (e.g. Serie 8) together for optimum coordination.  
For side-by-side oven and compact installation, use only the HBG78R950B single oven.
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Q:  What other useful features 
might I need?

A:  Whilst many of us love cooking, 
few of us look forward to cleaning 
the oven afterwards. But this chore 
has been made redundant for 
anyone choosing a Bosch pyrolytic 
oven. Selecting the pyrolytic self-
cleaning cycle heats the oven to 
480ºC and after cooling down, 
all you need to do is simply wipe 
away any spillages that will have 
been reduced to ash. Ovens with 
EcoClean liners and an EcoClean 
self-cleaning programme also 
reduce the amount of elbow 
grease you need to use to keep 
your oven in showroom condition – 
though not as effectively or  
as easily as the pyrolytic  
self-cleaning cycle. 

Q:  What does a steam oven offer 
that a conventional oven doesn’t?

A:  Steam cooking locks in more 
nutrients (vitamins and minerals), 
as well as more flavour, so food 
is often tastier if steam cooked. 
Some Serie 8 ovens have special 
programmes and functions that 
combine the best of a steamer 
with all the benefits of a full-size  
classic oven. Those ovens equipped  
with the steam function produce 
succulent roasts, with juicy meat 
and crispy skin, as well as breads 
with the perfect colour and crust. 
As you’d expect from any Bosch 
appliance, they are also easy to 
operate and clean.
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Choosing the right 
cooking programme.
Our modern ovens offer a range of specialist 

programmes designed to ensure ideal conditions  

and perfect end results, whatever you’re cooking.

Pizza setting.
Get an authentic pizza 
– crisp base and moist 
topping. Also great for 
quiches, tarts and  
frozen foods.

Hydrobaking.
Locks the moisture into the 
oven cavity for perfectly 
moist bread and cakes.

Plate warming.
Pre-heated crockery keeps 
food warmer for longer – 
making every meal a  
little more special.

Defrost.
Meats, bread, cream cakes 
and other foods defrosted 
more evenly than  
a microwave.

*30% more economical (0.66kWh) than the maximum value (0.99kWh) allowed 
for energy efficiency class A (measured in accordance with EN 50304).

4D Hotair.
Place your food on any of the four shelf levels to achieve 
consistently perfect results thanks to the new fan wheel 
that distributes heat evenly. 

3D Hotair cooking.
By maintaining the right temperature across all three shelf 
levels, consistently even cooking results are achieved.

Hotair Eco.
For all those times you cook using just one shelf level, Hotair 
Eco gives perfect results and uses up to 30% less energy*.

Hotair grilling.
By operating alternately, the grill and fan create a rotisserie 
effect, perfect for creating crisp meats and poultry, while 
using up to 50% less energy than traditional roasting.

Intensive heat.
Extra heat from below without pre-heating – perfect for 
flans or when using tin, porcelain or glass containers with 
poorer heat conductivity.

Bottom heat only.
Only the bottom element is heated – ideal for pastry cases, 
bain-marie cooking and reheating.

AutoCook.
Automatic cooking programmes that work out the time, 
temperature and shelf position for you.

Fast heat.
Pre-heats the oven approximately 30% faster when you need 
to get cooking in a hurry.



Cook. And clean.  
At the touch of a button.

Easy to use and easy to 

maintain. This oven has a 

range of programmes designed 

to achieve outstanding results, 

and cleaning is even easier 

as the oven cleans itself with 

pyrolytic self-cleaning.

14 | Ovens | Single oven

Serie 8 single oven HBG6764S1B

 – High resolution TFT-touch display with direct 
select TouchControl buttons

 – Electronic clock timer with automatic on/off 
programmer

 – Pyrolytic self-cleaning
 –  SoftClose and SoftOpen door
 –  PerfectRoast meat probe
 – PerfectBake sensor
 –  5 shelf levels
 – 71 litres
 – 13 functions
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Gently does it.
It’s all in the detail. The SoftClose 
and SoftOpen door mechanism 
controls the close action of the door 
so it closes gently, quietly and safely, 
without slamming shut.

Easiest way to clean your oven.
The ultimate in self-cleaning power. 
Pyrolytic self-cleaning heats the oven 
up to around 480ºC, which reduces 
dirt and grease deposits to dust that 
can easily be wiped away.

Put a new spin on your  
cooking career.
You’ll always have a complete  
overview and full control of all your 
oven’s functions. The intuitive control 
wheel and full-width, high-resolution 
clear-text TFT-touch display with 
direct select TouchControl-buttons 
make operating our ovens a breeze. 
Clear, vivid images and helpful 
prompts guide you through each  
step as you navigate through the 
various programme options.

For our full product range visit www.bosch-home.co.uk

Save time and make cleaning the 
oven a pleasure instead of a chore 
with pyrolytic self-cleaning.



The little oven with big ideas.

Offering the same functionality 

as a traditional oven, compact 

ovens with integrated 

microwaves also offer the speed 

of microwave functions for 

faster cooking when needed. 

There’s extra versatility with 

the steaming programme and 

the pyrolytic self-cleaning 

programme means it cleans  

up afterwards too.

16 | Ovens | Compact oven with microwave

Serie 8 compact oven with microwave 
CNG6764S1B

 – High resolution TFT-touch display with direct 
select TouchControl buttons

 – Electronic clock timer
 – SoftClose and SoftOpen door
 – 3 shelf levels
 – 45 litres
 – Pyrolytic self-cleaning
 – 14 functions
 – BoschAssist
 – PerfectRoast meat probe
 – PerfectBake sensor
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Best of both.
The wide range of functions mean that 
it’s like having a fast second oven. 
With more capacity than the second 
oven on a double oven, this compact 
packs in fast microwave programmes 
as well as normal oven programmes.

Cleaning made easy.
The easiest way to clean the oven. 
Pyrolytic self-cleaning heats the  
oven up to around 480ºC, which 
reduces dirt and grease deposits to 
dust that can easily be wiped away.

Large capacity.
The compact oven with microwave is 
ideal if you are pushed for space, as 
it still functions as an oven and has a 
45 litre capacity with 3 shelf levels. 
It’s bigger than the second oven on a 
double oven, so rather than opting for 
a double oven, choosing a single oven 
and compact oven with microwave  
will give you extra space and give  
you the flexibility with its wide range 
of programmes.

For our full product range visit www.bosch-home.co.uk

Choose a single oven and compact 
oven with microwave for extra  
space and flexibility.



Steam it, bake it, warm it  
and clean it.

For tastier, more nutritious 

food, this versatile compact 

appliance brings loads to the 

table and is easy to clean.

18 | Ovens | Compact steam oven

Serie 8 steam combination oven CSG656BS1B

 – High resolution TFT-touch display with direct 
select TouchControl buttons

 – SoftClose and SoftOpen door
 – EcoClean Direct
 – 3 shelf levels
 – 47 litres
 – 12 cooking functions
 – Steam cooking  
gentle cooking

 – Combination cooking  
hot air and steam

 – Cleaning programme  
easy cleaning

 – Descaling programme  
easy maintenance
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Hot air and steam, a recipe  
for success.
Combination cooking combines steam 
with hot air so you can cook a wide 
variety of food, such as bread, meat 
and fish for instance, keeping them 
moist on the inside but brown and 
crispy on the outside.

Steam through the cleaning.
While the oven bakes or roasts, the
special direct coating of microfine
ceramic particles on its interior walls
absorbs grease and residue, breaking 
them down through oxidation. All you 
need to do is wipe the bottom and 
inside of the glass door.

Taste the difference.
By cooking food more gently, our 
steam oven locks in more of the natural 
vitamins and minerals. So it doesn’t 
just taste better, it’s healthier too.

For our full product range visit www.bosch-home.co.uk

Achieve food that’s desirably juicy  
on the inside and beautifully crisp  
on the outside with steam cooking. 
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Serie 8 single pyrolytic oven  
HRG6769S1B 

 

 – TFT touch display with direct select 
TouchControl buttons

 – SoftClose and SoftOpen door
 – Intuitive control wheel operation
 – Pyrolytic self-cleaning function
 – PerfectRoast meat probe
 – PerfectBake sensor
 – Added steam function
 – 15 cooking functions
 – 4D Hotair  
even cooking on 4 shelf levels

 – 5 shelf levels
 – Oven capacity: 71 litres

Serie 6 single pyrolytic oven  
HBA73R350B 

 – Pyrolytic self-cleaning function
 – Control panel height 11.5cm
 – Electronic clock timer
 – 5 shelf positions
 – 10 cooking functions
 – Hotair Eco  
one shelf cooking

 – Oven capacity: 63 litres

Serie 6 single pyrolytic oven  
HBA63B150B 

 – Pyrolytic self-cleaning function
 – Control panel height 11.5cm
 – Electronic clock timer
 – 5 shelf positions
 – 6 cooking functions
 – Hotair Eco  
one shelf cooking

 – Oven capacity: 63 litres

Serie 8 single pyrolytic oven  
HBG6764S1B brushed steel 
HBG6764B1B black

 – TFT touch display with direct select 
TouchControl buttons

 – SoftClose and SoftOpen door
 – Intuitive control wheel operation
 – Pyrolytic self-cleaning function
 – PerfectRoast meat probe
 – PerfectBake sensor
 – BoschAssist
 – 13 cooking functions
 – 4D Hotair  
even cooking on 4 shelf levels

 – 5 shelf levels
 – Oven capacity: 71 litres Serie 8 single oven  

HBG656RS1B brushed steel 
HBG656RB1B black

 – TFT touch display with direct select 
TouchControl buttons

 – SoftClose and SoftOpen door
 – Intuitive control wheel operation
 – PerfectRoast meat probe
 – PerfectBake sensor
 – BoschAssist
 – 13 cooking functions
 – 4D Hotair  
even cooking on 4 shelf levels

 – 5 shelf levels
 – Oven capacity: 71 litres

Serie 8 single pyrolytic oven  
HBG674BS1B brushed steel
HBG674BB1B black

 – TFT touch display with direct select 
buttons 

 – SoftClose and SoftOpen door
 – Intuitive control wheel operation
 – Pyrolytic self-cleaning function
 – 15 cooking functions
 – 4D Hotair  
even cooking on 4 shelf levels

 – 5 shelf levels
 – Oven capacity: 71 litres

At a glance | Single ovens.
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Serie 6 single oven  
HBA13R150B 
 

 – Electronic clock timer with automatic 
on/off programmer

 – Control panel lock
 – 4 cooking functions
 – 5 shelf levels
 – Oven capacity: 67 litres

Serie 8 single oven  
HBG634BS1B brushed steel 
HBG634BB1B black

 – TFT touch display with direct select 
buttons

 – SoftClose and SoftOpen door
 – Intuitive control wheel operation
 – EcoClean Direct: back
 – 13 cooking functions
 – 4D Hotair  
even cooking on 4 shelf levels

 – 5 shelf levels
 – Oven capacity: 71 litres

Serie 6 single oven  
HBA53R350B

 

 – EcoClean liners® (roof, back and 
sides)

 – Control panel height 11.5cm
 – Electronic clock timer
 – 5 shelf positions
 – 10 cooking functions
 – Hotair Eco  
one shelf cooking

 – Oven capacity: 66 litres

Serie 6 single oven  
HBA23B150B 

 – EcoClean® Liners (back)
 – Electronic clock timer with automatic 
on/off programmer

 – Control panel lock
 – 5 cooking functions
 – 5 shelf levels
 – Oven capacity: 67 litres

Serie 6 single oven  
HBA13B150B brushed steel 
HBA13B160B black 
HBA13B120B white

 – Electronic clock timer with automatic 
on/off programmer

 – Control panel lock
 – 4 cooking functions
 – 5 shelf levels
 – Oven capacity: 67 litres

Single ovens.
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Serie 6 double oven  
HBM56B551B

  

Main lower oven
 –  EcoClean® self-cleaning programme 
helps clean the oven

 –  Electronic clock timer with automatic 
on/off programmer

 –  Control panel lock
 – 10 cooking functions
 –  Hotair Eco 
one shelf cooking

 –  5 shelf levels
 –  Large oven capacity:  
67 litres

 –  Energy efficiency class: A
Top oven
 –  EcoClean® self-cleaning programme 
helps clean the oven

 – 4 cooking functions
 – 2 shelf levels
 – Oven capacity: 35 litres
 –  Energy efficiency class: B

Serie 6 double oven  
HBM53R550B

  

Main lower oven
 – EcoClean® self-cleaning programme 
helps clean the oven

 – Electronic clock timer with automatic 
on/off programmer

 – Control panel lock
 – 8 cooking functions
 – 5 shelf levels
 – Large oven capacity:  
67 litres

 – Energy efficiency class: A
Top oven
 – EcoClean® self-cleaning programme 
helps clean the oven

 – 3 cooking functions
 – 2 shelf levels
 – Oven capacity: 35 litres
 – Energy efficiency class: B

Serie 6 double oven  
HBM13B550B

  

Main lower oven
 –  EcoClean® Liners (back)
 –  Electronic clock timer with automatic 
on/off programmer

 –  Control panel lock
 –  2 cooking functions
 –  5 shelf levels
 –  Large oven capacity:  
71 litres

 –  Energy efficiency class: A
Top oven
 –  EcoClean® Liners  
(back, roof)

 – 2 cooking functions
 – 2 shelf levels
 – Oven capacity: 35 litres
 – Energy efficiency class: B

Double ovens.
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Serie 6 double oven  
HBM13B251B brushed steel 
HBM13B261B black 
HBM13B221B white

  

Main lower oven
 – EcoClean® Liners (back)
 – Electronic clock timer with automatic 
on/off programmer

 –  Control panel lock
 – 2 cooking functions
 –  5 shelf levels
 – Large oven capacity: 71 litres
 – Energy efficiency class: A

Top oven
 –  EcoClean® Liners (back, roof)
 – 2 cooking functions
 – 2 shelf levels
 – Oven capacity: 35 litres
 – Energy efficiency class: B

Serie 6 double oven  
HBM43B250B brushed steel 
HBM43B260B black 

  

Main lower oven
 –  EcoClean® Liners (back, side, roof)
 –  Electronic clock timer with automatic 
on/off programmer

 –  Control panel lock
 –   5 cooking functions
 –  5 shelf levels
 –  Large oven capacity: 67 litres
 –  Energy efficiency class: A

Top oven
 –  EcoClean® Liners (back, side, roof)
 – 3 cooking functions
 – 2 shelf levels
 – Oven capacity: 35 litres
 –  Energy efficiency class: B 

Double ovens.
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Serie 6 built-under double oven  
HBN53R550B 
 

  

Main lower oven
 –  EcoClean® self-cleaning programme 
helps clean the oven

 – Electronic clock timer with automatic 
on/off programmer

 –  Control panel lock
 – 8 cooking functions
 –  3 shelf levels
 – Large oven capacity: 50 litres
 – Energy efficiency class: A

Top oven
 –   EcoClean® Liners (back, side, roof)
 – 3 cooking functions
 – 2 shelf levels
 – Oven capacity: 35 litres
 – Energy efficiency class: B

Serie 6 built-under double oven  
HBN43B250B
HBN43B260B black 

  

Main lower oven
 –  EcoClean® Liners (back, side, roof)
 –  Electronic clock timer with automatic 
on/off programmer

 – Control panel lock
 – 5 cooking functions
 –  3 shelf levels
 – Large oven capacity: 50 litres
 – Energy efficiency class: A

Top oven
 –   EcoClean® Liners (back, side, roof)
 – 3 cooking functions
 – 2 shelf levels
 – Oven Capacity: 35 litres
 – Energy efficiency class: B

Serie 6 built-under double oven  
HBN13B251B
HBN13B261B black
HBN13B221B white

  

Main lower oven
 – EcoClean® Liners (back)
 – Electronic clock timer with automatic 
on/off programmer

 –  Control panel lock
 – 2 cooking functions
 – 3 shelf levels
 –  Large oven capacity: 56 litres
 – Energy efficiency class: A

Top oven
 –  EcoClean® Liners (back, roof)
 – 2 cooking functions
 – 2 shelf levels
 – Oven Capacity: 35 litres
 – Energy efficiency class: B

Built-under double ovens.
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Compact steam ovens.
Serie 8 compact oven  
CBG675BS1B

 – TFT touch display with direct select 
buttons     

 – SoftClose and SoftOpen door     
 – Intuitive control wheel operation     
 – 13 cooking functions     
 – Oven capacity: 47 litres     

Serie 8 compact oven with microwave 
CNG6764S1B 

 – TFT touch display with direct select 
TouchControl buttons

 – SoftClose and SoftOpen door
 – Intuitive control wheel operation
 – BoschAssist
 – Pyrolytic self-cleaning function
 – 12 cooking functions
 – Oven capacity: 45 litre capacity
 – Water tank 1 litre

Serie 8 compact oven with microwave 
CMG656BS1B brushed steel 
CMG656BB1B black

 – TFT touch display with direct select 
TouchControl buttons

 – SoftClose and SoftOpen door
 – Intuitive control wheel operation
 – 6 cooking functions
 – Oven capacity: 45 litre capacity

Serie 8 compact oven with microwave 
CMG633BS1B

 – TFT touch display with direct select 
buttons

 – SoftClose and SoftOpen door
 – Intuitive control wheel operation
 – 6 cooking functions
 – Oven capacity: 45 litre capacity

Serie 8 compact steam oven  
CSG656BS1B

 – TFT touch display with direct select 
TouchControl buttons

 – SoftClose and SoftOpen door
 – Intuitive control wheel operation
 – 12 cooking functions
 – 4D Hotair  
even cooking on 4 shelf levels

 – 3 shelf levels
 – 12 cooking functions
 – Oven capacity: 47 litres

Serie 8 compact steam oven  
CDG634BS1

 – TFT touch display with direct select 
buttons

 – SoftClose and SoftOpen door
 – Intuitive control wheel operation
 – Added steam function
 – 4 shelf levels
 – Oven capacity: 38 litres
 – Water tank 1.3 litre

Compact ovens with microwave.



Coffee machine and warming drawers.
Serie 8 compact coffee centre  
CTL636ES1

 – TFT display with interactive menu
 – MyCoffee: Save 8 favourite beverages 
with individual names and adjustable 
mixing ratio of milk and espresso

Serie 8 compact microwave oven 
BEL634GS1B 

 – TFT colour and text display with 
direct select buttons

 – Auto cook programmes
 – Automatic programmes
 – Oven capacity: 21 litres
 – Max. power: 900W

Serie 8 compact microwave oven 
BFL634GS1B brushed steel 
BFL634GB1B black

 – TFT colour and text display with 
direct select buttons

 – Auto cook programmes
 – Stainless steel control wheel
 – Touch controls
 – Electronic clock timer
 – LED light
 – Max. power: 900W

Serie 6 compact microwave oven 
HMT84G654B 

 – 3 weight automatic cooking 
programmes

 – 4 weight automatic defrost 
programmes

 – 1 weight automatic combination 
programme

 – 1 memory function
 – Oven capacity: 25 litres
 – Maximum microwave power level: 
900W

Serie 8 warming drawer  
BID630NS1B

 – 4 functions: dough proving, defrost, 
hold warm, plate warming

 – Easy to clean toughened glass 
heating plate

 – Can accommodate up to: 
– 40 plates 
– 192 espresso cups

 – Adjustable temperature range from 
40-80°C

 – Maximum weight capacity 25kg
 – Drawer interior volume: 52 litres

Serie 8 warming drawer  
BIC630NS1B

 – 4 functions: dough proving, defrost, 
hold warm, plate warming

 – Easy to clean toughened glass 
heating plate

 – Can accommodate up to: 
– 12 plates 
– 64 espresso cups

 – Adjustable temperature range from 
40-80°C

 – Maximum weight capacity 25kg
 – Drawer interior volume: 20 litres

Microwaves.
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Microwaves.
Serie 6 compact microwave oven 
HMT84M654B brushed steel 
HMT84M664B black 
HMT84M624B white

 –  Electronic clock timer
 –  4 weight automatic defrost 
programmes

 –  1 memory function
 – Oven capacity: 25 litres
 –  Maximum microwave power level: 
900W

Serie 6 compact microwave oven 
HMT75M654B brushed steel 
HMT75M664B black 
HMT75M624B white

 –  Electronic clock timer
 –  4 weight automatic defrost 
programmes

 –  1 memory function
 – Oven capacity: 20 litres
 –  Maximum microwave power level: 
800W

Serie 6 compact microwave oven  
with grill HMT75G654B 
 

 –  Electronic clock timer
 – 1 weight automatic combination 
programme

 –  4 weight automatic defrost 
programmes

 –  1 memory function
 – Oven capacity: 20 litres
 –  Maximum microwave power level: 
800W

Serie 4 compact microwave oven  
HMT75M551B

 – 3 weight automatic cooking 
programmes

 –  4 weight automatic defrost 
programmes

 –  1 memory function
 – Oven capacity: 17 litres
 –  Maximum microwave power level: 
800W



Freestanding microwaves.
Compact microwave oven
HMT84M451B brushed steel 
HMT84M461B black 
HMT84M421B white

 –  25 litre capacity
 –  Maximum microwave power 
level: 900W

 –  3 weight automatic cooking 
programmes

 –  4 weight automatic defrost 
programmes

 –  1 memory function

Compact microwave oven
HMT72M450B

 –  Can be installed under 
a wall cupboard

 – 17 litre capacity
 –  Maximum microwave power 
level: 800W

Compact microwave oven
HMT72G450B

 –  17 litre capacity
 –  Maximum microwave power 
level: 800W

 – 1000W quartz grill function
 – Microwave combination cooking

Compact microwave oven
HMT75M451B brushed steel 
HMT75M461B black 
HMT75M421B white

 –  Can be installed under 
a wall cupboard

 – 17 litre capacity
 –  Maximum microwave power 
level: 800W

 –  3 weight automatic cooking 
programmes

 –  4 weight automatic defrost 
programmes

 –  1 memory function

Compact microwave oven with grill
HMT75G451B

 –  17 litre capacity
 –  Maximum microwave power 
level: 800W

 – 1000W quartz grill function
 – Microwave combination cooking
 –  1 weight automatic combination 
programme

 –  3 weight automatic cooking 
programmes

 –  4 weight automatic defrost 
programmes

 –  1 memory function 

O
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Hobs.
There is a wide range of gas, induction  

and ceramic hobs to choose from. As you  

would expect from Bosch, all are made using  

high quality materials, are easy to use and add 

versatility, style and elegance to any kitchen.

Induction hobs Gas hobs Ceramic hobs Domino hobs

To view our full range of hobs, visit www.bosch-home.co.uk

Our premium range. 
Convenience and elegant 
design combine to give 
you our Serie 8 hobs, 
allowing you to select 
individual cooking 
zones and power levels. 
All controlled at just 
the touch of a button 
with the modern touch 
control.

Our essential range. 
Expect excellent 
operation and timeless 
designs with the Serie 6 
hobs. You’ll get premium 
engineering and 
materials so that you can 
always cook something 
a little bit special. Get 
ultimate control with the 
easy to use DirectSelect 
touch control.

Our practical range. 
Featuring a range of 
electric and gas hobs 
that are convenient and 
simple to operate, our 
Serie 4 hobs maintain 
a classic design with 
control knobs at the 
front of the appliance. 

Our quality range. 
Our Serie 2 hobs offer 
you classic design with 
easy operation. They 
are the optimal solution 
for anyone who wants a 
reliable appliance with 
good value for money.  

Serie | 8 Serie | 6 Serie | 4 Serie | 2
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Which type of hob  
should I get?
Your hob is likely to be used as much as, if not more than,  

your oven. To help you choose the right hob for your home  

Karl, the Bosch Engineer has answered some of your most 

frequently asked questions.

Q:  Which is the easiest type of  
hob to install?

A:  Gas hobs need to be installed  
by a registered gas engineer and 
most electric hobs need to be 
installed by a qualified electrician. 
At Bosch, however, we have one 
induction hob (product code 
P1A611B68B) that can be installed 
as simply as plugging in any 
electrical appliance.

Q:  Are there any differences in the 
design or style of the hobs?

A:  Yes. Induction and ceramic electric 
hobs have contemporary touch 
controls, whereas gas hobs have 
dial controls. Within gas hobs 
there are a wide selection of 
designs and materials, including 
tempered glass bases and  
brushed steel bases, as well  
as different colours.

Q:  Which type of hob is the fastest?
A:  Induction hobs are the fastest. 

They can boil liquids nearly twice 
as fast as gas* and nearly three 
times faster than ceramic  
electric hobs.

Q:  Which is the most  
energy efficient?

A:  Whilst gas is cheaper to use than 
electricity, a lot of the heat is 
wasted. Induction hobs only heat 
the area in contact with the base 
of the pan and, as they heat the 
contents faster, they are also  
the most energy efficient way  
of cooking.

Q:  Do I need any special pots  
or pans?

A:  All pots and pans are suitable 
for use on ceramic electric or 
gas hobs. Induction hobs require 
special ‘ferrous pans’ as these are 
magnetic, which is what makes 
induction heat work. If you’re 
not sure if your existing pans are 
ferrous, simply hold up a fridge 
magnet to the base of the pan  
and if it sticks, you can use it on  
an induction hob.

Q:  Which is the easiest type of  
hob to clean?

A:  Because induction hobs only 
heat the base of the pan, the 
glass around the zone remains 
cool so any spillages do not burn 
on and can simply be wiped 
away. We have made many of the 
pan supports on our gas hobs 
dishwasher safe, so if you prefer 
cooking with gas then this saves 
you time and effort in keeping  
the supports clean.

*Based on time required to heat 2 litres of water at 15°C to 90°C using Bosch hobs.
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Twice as fast as gas.
Induction hobs can heat food and boil water 

nearly twice as fast as gas and three times faster 

than ceramic hobs*. And as they’re also more 

energy efficient, you’ll save money as well as time.

*Based on time required to heat 2 litres of water at 15°C to 90°C using Bosch hobs.
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As well as reducing cooking times and 
increasing your control, induction is a 
more intelligent heat source. Rather 
than using heating elements under 
the glass to heat the pan, induction 
actually heats the base of the pan - 
this means the hob glass around the 
cooking zone remains cool to touch. 
Any spillages are therefore more easily 
dealt with as they don’t burn on and 
can be simply wiped away.

Why choose Bosch?

More control at your fingertips. 
Set the correct temperature  
with a single touch thanks to 
DirectSelect. No more scrolling  
up or down, just simply press  
one button to select the right  
heat level.

Express cooking. 
Induction cooking with a turbo  
boost. The Boost function allows  
you to increase the power of the 
cooking zone by 50% – perfect for 
large pots and pans or when  
you’re in a hurry.

Clean up in an instant. 
In case of any spills, simply select  
the Freeze function which freezes 
all the heat settings so you can 
thoroughly wipe and clean the hob 
surface. To restore the previous  
heat settings simply touch the  
button again!

Model shown is PIN675N17E.



Cooking that’s designed  
around you.

Ultimate flexibility with our 

new FlexInduction hob. One, 

two or three pots, or even a 

large casserole: the new Bosch 

FlexInduction leaves it up to 

you. At the flick of a switch, you 

can combine two induction 

zones into a large induction 

surface on which you can  

cook the way you want.
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Serie 8 FlexInduction hob with DirectSelect 
PIZ975N17E

cm
90

    

 – 5 Induction cooking zones:  
2 x FlexInduction zones,  
each with 2 Induction zones,  
1 x central triple zone

 – 17 power levels
 – DirectSelect Plus  
for easy operation

 – Boost setting for all zones  
extra power

 – Freeze function  
freezes the settings

 – Timer for all zones  
stay in control

 – 2 stage Hh residual heat indicator for each zone  
extra safety

 – Profile trim
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Save time.
Nearly three times faster than ceramic 
and twice as fast as gas, induction 
cooking wins hands down when it 
comes to cooking with speed.

Easy to use.
Giving you ultimate control, the 
DirectSelect control panel allows you 
to choose the heat setting straight 
away without having to move through 
the range. 

Easy to clean.
Automatic pan recognition only 
heats up the base of the pan and not 
the rest of the zone, which doesn’t 
waste energy and leaves the rest of 
the hob cool to touch. Keeping the 
hob cooler makes it safer and also 
prevents spillages from burning on 
so it’s easy to clean.

For our full product range visit www.bosch-home.co.uk

FlexInduction is great for roaster 
pans and poaching as well as 
large grill pans.

Cooking that’s designed  
around you.



Chef’s recommendation.
The hob of choice in most 
professional kitchens, modern 
gas hobs are as stylish as they are 
practical. Our German-designed  
gas hobs are available in a range  
of different colours and styles, and 
come with cast iron pan supports 
that are either front or side mounted. 
With ignition built-in to the controls, 
all it takes is one action to ignite  
and set the hob to the correct 
cooking level.

A touch of the Orient. 
Powerful, dual ring wok burners are 
perfect for oriental cooking. They 
deliver a boost both in power and 
speed, but can also be used very 
effectively at lower settings  
when required.

Safety you can rely on.
A Quick Stop main switch allows all 
gas burners on the hob to be turned 
off quickly and locked if needed,  
for instance if you have to answer  
the phone or door.

Why choose Bosch?

Model shown is PRA326B90E.
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Now you’re cooking on gas.
Professional performance, stunning good looks 

and ultimate control.

A gas hob delivers instant heat and is 
easy to adjust and control, making it 
a favourite in professional kitchens up 
and down the country.

With a wide selection of widths and 
finishes to choose from, a gas hob 
can add as much stylish elegance as 
practical functionality to any kitchen.



Wok and roll.

Stunning good looks and 

clever design combined 

with the ultimate control 

of gas cooking, deliver a 

professional performance.
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Serie 6 gas hob PPS816M91E

cm
75

 – 1 wok style burner  
for high speed cooking

 – Quick Stop main switch  
cuts off all burners

 – Ignition via controls  
one hand ignition

 – Flame failure safety device  
cuts off gas should flame go out

 – Suitable for flush or surface mounting
 – Tempered glass base
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Easy to control.
Front mounted controls are more 
easily accessible and ignition is built 
into the dials, so you can ignite and 
power the hob in one action, making it 
even easier to control the hob.

Wok style burner.
Powerful wok style burners produce 
extra power, which is perfect for 
the high-speed cooking required in 
oriental foods.

Smart design.
Square design pan supports don’t 
just look good, but provide more 
stability for pots and pans. Cleverly 
designed to fit together, they are 
separate pieces which make them 
easy to handle and clean. The elegant 
tempered glass base allows for 
a choice of surface mounting for 
quick and easy installation, or flush 
mounting which gives a continuous 
sleek worktop effect.

For our full product range visit www.bosch-home.co.uk

Smart design and ultimate 
control with gas.

Wok and roll.
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At a glance | FlexInduction hobs.

Serie 8 4 zone ceramic FlexInduction 
hob PIV675N17E

 –   DirectSelect  
for easy operation

 –   Control panel lock
 –  Boost setting for all zones
 –  Profile trim (front facette with side trim)
 –  Variable 17-stage power settings for 
each zone

 – Timer for all zones
 –  2 stage Hh residual heat indicator for 
each zone

 –  Freeze function
 –   4 Induction cooking zones
 –  2 x FlexInduction zone with different 
usage possibilities: 
2 single Induction zones of 480cm2 or 
1 flexible Induction zone of 960cm2

 – 606mm

Serie 8 4 zone ceramic FlexInduction 
hob PIN675N17E

 –   DirectSelect  
for easy operation

 –   Control panel lock
 –  Boost setting for all zones
 –  Profile trim (front facette with side trim)
 –  Variable 17-stage power settings for 
each zone

 – Timer for all zones
 –  2 stage Hh residual heat indicator for  
each zone

 –  Freeze function 
 –   4 Induction cooking zones
 –  1 x FlexInduction zone with different 
usage possibilities: 
2 single Induction zones of 480cm2 or 
1 flexible induction zone of 960cm2

 – 606mm

Serie 6 4 zone ceramic FlexInduction 
hob PIN651F17E

cm
60

      

 –   DirectSelect  
for easy operation

 –   Control panel lock
 –  Boost setting for all zone
 – Three sided bevelled frameless finish
 –  Variable 17-stage power settings for 
each zone

 – Timer for all zones
 –  2 stage Hh residual heat indicator for  
each zone

 –  Freeze function  
 –   4 Induction cooking zones
 –  1 x FlexInduction zone with different 
usage possibilities: 
2 single Induction zones of 480cm2 or 
1 flexible induction zone of 960cm2

 – 592mm

Serie 8 5 zone ceramic FlexInduction hob PIZ975N17E

 – DirectSelect  
for easy operation

 – Control panel lock
 – Boost setting for all zones
 – Profile trim (front facette with side trim)
 – Variable 17-stage power settings for each zone
 – Timer for all zones
 – 2 stage Hh residual heat indicator for each zone
 – Freeze function
 – 5 Induction cooking zones
 – 2 x FlexInduction zones with different usage possibilities:  
2 single Induction zones of 380cm² or  
1 flexible Induction zone of 760cm²

 – Central 32cm triple zone
 – 916mm

Serie 8 5 zone ceramic FlexInduction hob PIP875N17E

 – DirectSelect  
for easy operation

 – Control panel lock
 – Boost setting for all zones
 – Profile trim (front facette with side trim)
 – Variable 17-stage power settings for each zone
 – Timer for all zones
 – 2 stage Hh residual heat indicator for each zone
 – Freeze function
 – 5 Induction cooking zones
 – 1 x FlexInduction zones with different usage possibilities:  
2 single Induction zones of 380cm2 or  
1 flexible Induction zone of 760cm2

 – 816mm
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Induction hobs.
Serie 8 4 zone ceramic Induction hob
PIE975N14E

IN

      

 –  DirectSelect 
for easy operation

 –  Control panel lock
 –  Boost setting for all zones 
 –  Profile trim (front facette with side trim)
 –  Variable 17-stage power settings for each zone
 – Timer for all zones
 –  2 stage Hh residual heat indicator for each zone
 –  Freeze function
 –  4 Induction cooking zones
 – 916mm

Serie 8 5 zone ceramic Induction hob
PIM875N14E

IN

      

 –   DirectSelect 
for easy operation

 –   Control panel lock
 –  Boost setting for all zones 
 –   Profile trim (front facette with side trim)
 –  Variable 17-stage power settings for each zone
 – Timer for all zones
 –  2 stage Hh residual heat indicator for each zone
 –  Freeze function
 –  5 Induction cooking zones
 – 816mm

Serie 6 5 zone ceramic Induction hob
PIM851F17E

IN

    

 –   DirectSelect  
for easy operation

 –   Control panel lock
 –  Boost setting for all zones
 –  Three sided bevelled frameless finish
 –  Variable 17-stage power settings for each zone
 – Timer for all zones
 –  2 stage Hh residual heat indicator for each zone
 –  Freeze function
 – Energy consumption display
 –   5 Induction cooking zones
 – 802mm

Serie 6 4 zone ceramic Induction hob
PIL811F17E

IN

    

 – DirectSelect  
for easy operation

 –   Control panel lock
 –  Boost setting for all zones
 –  Frameless design
 – Variable 17-stage power settings for each zone
 – Timer for all zones
 –  2 stage Hh residual heat indicator for each zone
 –  Freeze function
 –  Energy consumption display
 – 4 Induction cooking zones
 – 802mm
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Induction hobs.
Serie 8 4 zone ceramic Induction hob
PIE675N14E

IN

      

 –   DirectSelect 
for easy operation

 –   Control panel lock
 –  Boost setting for all zones
 –   Profile trim (front facette with side trim)
 –  Variable 17-stage power settings for each zone
 – Timer for all zones
 –  2 stage Hh residual heat indicator for each zone
 –  Freeze function
 –   4 Induction cooking zones
 – 606mm

Serie 6 4 zone ceramic Induction hob
PIE651F17E

IN

      

 –   DirectSelect 
for easy operation

 –   Control panel lock
 –  Boost setting for all zones
 –  Three sided bevelled frameless finish
 –  Variable 17-stage power settings for each zone
 – Timer for all zones
 –  2 stage Hh residual heat indicator for each zone
 –  Freeze function
 –   Energy consumption display 
 – 4 Induction cooking zones
 – 592mm

Serie 4 4 zone ceramic Induction hob
PIE611B17E

IN

    

 – Touch control
 –   Control panel lock
 –  Boost setting for all zones 
 –  Frameless design
 –  Variable 17-stage power settings for each zone
 – Timer for all zones
 –  2 stage Hh residual heat indicator for each zone 
 – 4 Induction cooking zones
 – 592mm

Serie 6 4 zone ceramic Induction hob
PIA611F18E

IN

    

 –  Directselect 
for easy operation

 –   Control panel lock
 –  Boost setting for all zones
 –  Frameless design
 –  Variable 17-stage power settings for each zone
 – Timer for all zones
 –  2 stage Hh residual heat indicator for each zone
 –  Freeze function
 –   Energy consumption display
 – 4 Induction cooking zones
 – 592mm
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Induction and ceramic hobs.
Serie 4 4 zone ceramic Induction hob
PIA611B68B

IN

    

 –  Touch control
 – Control panel lock
 –  Boost setting for all zones
 –  Cable and 13A plug 
just plug it in

 – Frameless design
 – Variable 17-stage power settings for each zone
 – Timer for all zones
 –  2 stage Hh residual heat indicator for each zone
 –  4 Induction cooking zones
 – 592mm

Serie 4 4 zone Quick-Therm ceramic hob
PKN811D17E

  

 – Touch control
 –  Control panel lock
 –  Frameless design
 –  Variable 17-stage power settings for each zone
 –  2 stage Hh residual heat indicator for each zone
 –  2 dual/extendable zones
 – 4 Quick-Therm cooking zones
 – 802mm

Serie 4 4 zone QuickTherm ceramic hob
PKE611D17E

  

 –  Touch control
 – Control panel lock
 –  Frameless design
 –  Variable 17-stage power settings for each zone
 –  Residual heat indicator for each zone
 –  4 Quick-Therm cooking zones
 – 592mm

Serie 2 4 zone QuickTherm ceramic hob
PKF659C17E

  

 – Frameless design
 – Side control dials
 –  Variable 9-stage power settings for each zone
 – Residual heat indicator for each zone
 – 1 dual/extendable zone
 – 4 Quick-Therm cooking zones
 – 592mm



Ceramic, electric and gas hobs.
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Serie 2 4 zone QuickTherm ceramic hob
PKE611C17E

 –  Frameless design
 – Side control dials
 –  Variable 9-stage power settings for each zone
 – Residual heat indicator for each zone/extra safety
 –  4 Quick-Therm cooking zones
 – 592mm

Serie 2 4 zone sealed plate electric hob  
NCT615C01 brushed steel
NCT612C01 white
NCT616C01 black

 –  Variable 9-stage power settings for each zone
 – Side control dials
 –  4 super fast sealed cooking plates
 – 580mm

Serie 6 5 burner gas hob with wok style burner
PPS816M91E

 –  1 wok style burner 
extra power for high speed cooking

 –  Quick stop main switch  
cuts off all burners 

 –  Tempered hard glass base
 –  Ignition via control dials  
one hand ignition

 –  Flame failure safety device
 –  Suitable for surface mounting or flush fitting installation
 – 752mm

Serie 6 5 burner gas hob with frameless desgn
PPS916B91E

 –  1 wok style burner 
extra power for high speed cooking

 –  Triple-circuit wok burner 
 –  Tempered hard glass base
 –  Ignition via control dials  
one hand ignition

 –  Flame failure safety device
 –  Suitable for surface mounting or flush fitting installation
 – 915mm
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Gas hobs.

Serie 6 4 burner gas hob with wok style burner
PCH615M90E

 –  1 wok style burner 
extra power for high speed cooking

 –  Quick stop main switch 
cuts off all burners

 – Brushed steel base
 –  Ignition via control dials 
one hand ignition

 –  Flame failure safety device
 – 582mm

Serie 6 4 burner gas hob with frameless design
PPP616M91E

 –    Quick stop main switch  
cuts off all burners

 –   Tempered hard glass base
 –   Ignition via control dials  
one hand ignition

 –  Flame failure safety device
 –  Suitable for surface mounting or flush fitting installation
 – 590mm

Serie 6 5 burner gas hob with wok style central burner
PPQ716B91E

 –  1 wok style burner 
extra power for high speed cooking

 –  Quick stop main switch  
cuts off all burners

 – Tempered hard glass base 
 –  Ignition via control dials 
one hand ignition

 –  Flame failure safety device
 – 710mm

Serie 6 5 burner gas hob with wok style central burner
PCR715M90E

 –  1 dual control wok burner
 –  Quick stop main switch  
cuts off all burners

 –  Brushed steel base
 –  Ignition via control dials 
one hand ignition

 –  Flame failure safety device
 – 702mm
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Serie 6 5 burner gas hob with wok style central burner
PCQ715B90E

 –  1 wok style burner 
extra power for high speed cooking

 –  Brushed steel base
 –  Ignition via control dials 
one hand ignition

 – 702mm

Gas hobs.

Serie 6 5 burner gas hob with wok style central burner
PCR915B91E

 –  1 wok style burner 
extra power for high speed cooking

 –  Brushed steel base
 –  Ignition via control dials 
one hand ignition

 – 915mm

Serie 6 4 burner gas hob
PPP616B91E

 – Tempered hard glass base 
 –  Quick stop main switch 
cuts off all burners

 –  Tempered hard glass base
 –  Ignition via control dials 
one hand ignition

 –  Flame failure safety device
 – 590mm

Serie 6 5 burner gas hob with wok style central burner
PCS815B90E

 –  1 dual control wok burner 
range from simmer to high speed cooking

 –  Brushed steel base
 –  Ignition via control dials 
one hand ignition

 – 762mm
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Serie 6 4 burner gas hob  
PCP615B90B brushed steel
PCP616B90E black 
PCP612B90E white

 –  Brushed steel base
 –  Ignition via control dials 
one hand ignition

 – 582mm

Serie 2 4 burner gas hob  
POP6B6B80

 –  Tempered hard glass base
 –  Ignition via control dials 
one hand ignition

 – 590mm

Gas hobs.

Serie 2 4 burner gas hob with wok style burner  
PBH6B5B60

 –  1 wok style burner 
extra power for high speed cooking

 – Brushed steel base
 –  Ignition via control dials 
one hand ignition

 – 580mm

Serie 2 4 burner gas hob  
PBP6B5B60 brushed steel
PBP6B6B60 black
PBP6B2B60 white

 –  Ignition via control dials 
one hand ignition

 – 580mm



Serie 8 wok style domino gas hob with ceramic base  
PRA326B70E

 –  1 dual control wok burner 
range from simmer to high speed cooking

 – Ceramic glass base with brushed steel front trim
 – Dishwasher safe
 –  Ignition via control dials 
one hand ignition

 –  1 gas burner: wok burner
 – Control dials
 – 306mm

Serie 2 2 zone ceramic Induction hob  
PIE375C14E

 – 2 stage residual heat indicator
 –  Variable 9-stage power settings for each zone
 – 2 Induction cooking zones
 – Control dials
 – 306mm

Serie 8 2 burner domino gas hob with ceramic base  
PRB326B70E

 – Ceramic glass base with brushed steel front trim
 – Dishwasher safe
 –   Ignition via control dials  
one hand ignition

 – 2 gas burners: 1 high speed burner, 1 standard burner
 – Control dials
 – 306mm

Serie 2 2 zone Quick-Therm ceramic hob 
PKF375V14E

 –  2 stage residual heat indicator
 – 1 dual/extendable zone
 –  Variable 9-stage power settings for each zone
 – 2 Quick-Therm cooking zones
 – Control dials
 – 306mm

Domino hobs.
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To view our full range of hoods, visit www.bosch-home.co.uk

Hoods.
Offering a blend of function and form, Bosch hoods 

deliver quiet, effective extraction that makes the  

kitchen and home a more pleasant environment.  

Either match them to the interior style with a bold  

design statement, or complement a more  

minimalist look with an integrated model.

Island hoods Flat glass hoods Angled hoods Integrated hoodsCurved glass hoods

Our premium range. 
Advanced design standard 
and functionality to fit 
perfectly in your kitchen. 
Experience maximum 
operating convenience 
with DirectSelect control 
and as you would expect 
from Bosch, high quality 
craftsmanship combined  
with cutting-edge 
technologies. 

Our essential range. 
Ultimate convenience 
and tasteful design 
make Serie 6 cooker 
hoods an asset to 
any stylish kitchen. 
Electronic controls 
give you ease of use.

Our practical range. 
As the centre of family 
life, the kitchen needs 
to have a comfortable 
atmosphere free of 
cooking steam and 
disruptive noise. The 
Serie 4 cooker hoods 
are extremely quiet, 
easy to operate and 
impressive with their 
modern design. 

Our quality range. 
Offering you classic 
design with simple 
mechanical operation 
the Serie 2 cooker 
hoods are the optimal 
solution for anyone 
who wants a reliable 
appliance with good 
value for money. 

Serie | 8 Serie | 6 Serie | 4 Serie | 2
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Controls on actual model may vary, 
check bosch-home.co.uk for details.

Why shout when 
you can whisper?
Relax in a quieter kitchen 

with family and friends.

The motors in all of our hoods need to 
deliver powerful performance for maximum 
extraction, but that doesn’t mean your 
home environment has to suffer. We have 
designed state-of-the-art motors in most 
hoods that generate noise levels of just 
45 decibels*, which is about the same level 
of sound as a quiet conversation. And our 
quietest model delivers a library quiet 
peacefulness of just 40 decibels**.

* (45dB(A) re 20μPa sound pressure).
** (40dB(A) re 20μPa sound pressure).

Let there be light.
High or low voltage spots  
create an attractive, bright,  
even illumination of your  
cooking area, with the added 
advantage of lasting longer  
than standard bulbs.

Fresh thinking.
Metal grease filters efficiently filter 
grease and other solid particles out 
of the extracted air. To make sure 
they operate at maximum efficiency, 
they should be cleaned around 
twice a month by hand or in the 
dishwasher.

Designer looks.
The filter is concealed behind 
a stylish brushed steel cover  
with a brushed steel handle  
to hide grease build up, 
for a really sleek finish.

Why choose Bosch?
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A cooker hood design 
for every kitchen.
With a wide variety of sizes, types and finishes to 

choose from, it’s easy to find the right cooker hood 

to perfectly match your kitchen.

Model shown is DWB06W452B/DWW06W450B.
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Island. 
A stylish choice designed to  
perfectly complement an island  
hob installation.

Angled. 
The angled design doesn’t  
restrict headroom.

Pyramid. 
Impress with classic lines and  
gently inclined contours.

Integrated. 
Pull out when in use and close to 
neatly conceal when not in operation.

Curved glass. 
Metal and glass for a contemporary 
look, curved to give smooth lines.

Canopy. 
Designed to be fully integrated in 
cabinets/chimneys and is therefore 
never seen.

Conventional. 
Mounted under cabinets and always 
visible, allowing you to keep your 
storage space.

Box style. 
Chimney hoods in a box design 
are available in slim or super-slim 
versions. Included in the range are 
models with beveled lower edges for 
a really super-slim appearance.

Flat glass. 
A linear design in contemporary 
materials for a stylish kitchen.

Telescopic. 
Extends when in use and slides 
neatly away when not in operation.
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 Recirculation
  If ducting out is not possible, 

the hood can be purchased with 
a recirculating kit accessory. 
This works by extracting odours 
and grease and then returning 
purified air to the room. By using 
both charcoal and grease filters, 
recirculation is still an effective 
method of removing odours  
and moisture. 

Q:  What types of hoods do  
you offer?

A:  All Bosch cooker hoods offer 
extraction and recirculation.

 Extraction
  Ducting out is the most effective 

method of extraction but means 
the hood needs to be set on 
an outside wall, or have access 
to one. Air is then ducted out 
through a small outlet of up to 
150mm diameter.

 

Q:  What type of controls are 
available?

A:  Our new built-in range of cooker 
hoods feature the DirectSelect 
touch control panel, also found on 
our dishwashers and hobs. This 
design match control offers various 
intensity levels and lighting right 
at your fingertips. Other controls 
available include rocker switches 
and push buttons. You should have 
no trouble matching the buttons 
and fascia of your preferred cooker 
hood to the rest of your kitchen. 

Selecting the right hood  
for your kitchen.
If you love cooking at home, you’ll know that an effective extraction 

method is needed to help get rid of moisture and remove odours, so 

that your kitchen and other areas of the home remain pleasant, relaxing 

environments. The short guide below takes you through the key factors  

you should consider when purchasing any new cooker hood. To help  

you choose the right hood for your home Karl, the Bosch Engineer  

has answered some of your most frequently asked questions.
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Q:  What type of filters can I choose 
and how often do I need to  
clean them?

A:  We have three main types of filter: 
 
 Metal grease filters 
  Metal grease filters efficiently 

remove grease and other solid 
particles out of the air. Like most 
of our filters, they need to be 
cleaned about twice a month to 
keep them operating effectively.  

 

 Brushed steel filters
  We also have standard metal 

filters which are located behind  
a stylish brushed steel cover. This 
hides grease and keeps the finish 
of the hood sleek.

  Telescopic hoods have 
an indicator light that comes 
on when the filters need to be 
cleaned. If you have a hood that 
uses recirculating, the charcoal 
filters will need to be replaced 
from time to time.

Q:  Do I need to think about lighting?
A:  Yes, definitely. Many of our 

cooker hoods now come with 
energy efficient LED lighting 
that can be adjusted for bright 
or lower illumination depending 
on your activity in the kitchen. 
Good lighting on the hood helps 
illuminate the cooking area. As 
well as LED strip lighting, some 
models have low energy halogen 
lights. Also discover dimmer 
switches that provide greater 
control on light levels, such as 
bright for when you’re working in 
the kitchen and softer lighting to 
create a more relaxed mood for 
meal times.



Built with a sixth sense for saving.

Our most energy efficient 

hood ever. The brushless  

friction-free motor and energy 

saving LED lights reduce 

energy consumption by 

82% compared to a similar 

five-year-old model, without 

compromising results.*

56 | Hoods | Chimney hood

*Same power setting, same extraction rate, halogen lights.

Serie 8 Island hood DIB091U51B

cm
90

 – Electronic control
 – Electronic power level display
 – Grease and charcoal filter saturation indicators
 – EcoSensor
 – Designed for ceiling mounted installation
 – Height adjustable chimney sections
 – Soft touch button control for extractor speeds 
and light

 – 3 power levels and 2 intensive settings
 – Automatic intensive revert
 – LED lights
 – Softlight dimmer function
 – Fluorescent mood lighting
 – Additional noise reduction insulation
 – 3 removable metal grease filter cassettes
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In this light, even your electricity bill 
looks good.
Energy efficient LED lighting can be 
adjusted for bright illumination to 
work under, or lower illumination for 
ambient mood lighting in the kitchen. 
High-efficiency LED lights make both 
your kitchen and energy bill look good 
– especially over the hood’s lifetime 
with a 40-year service life.

Your ‘second nose’ in the kitchen. 
The EcoSensor regulates the 
extraction power of the cooker 
hood. Every few seconds it 
analyses the vapour intensity of 
the cooking and adjusts the power 
level automatically, so you can 
concentrate on your cooking rather 
than worrying about whether your 
hood is on the right setting. 

Energy saving. Thinking inside 
the box.
Our EcoSilence Drive brushless 
friction-free motor and energy saving 
LED lights reduce energy consumption 
by up to 80% compared to a 
similar five-year-old model, without 
compromising results.*

For our full product range visit www.bosch-home.co.uk

Our hoods deliver maximum 
performance whilst using 
minimal energy.

Built with a sixth sense for saving.

*Same power setting, same extraction rate, halogen lights.



Serie 6 island chimney hood with 
glass canopy DIA098E50B

cm
90

 –  Electronic control
 – Soft touch button control
 –  Designed for ceiling mounted 
installation

 – 4 x 20W low energy halogen lights
 –  2 removable metal grease  
filter cassettes  
for easy cleaning

 –  Suitable for ducted or 
recirculating operation

Serie 8 island chimney hood
DIB091U51B

cm
90

 

 –  Electronic control
 – Soft touch button control
 –  Designed for ceiling mounted 
installation

 –  3 power levels and 2 intensive 
settings

 – LED lights
 –  Additional noise reduction insulation
 –  3 removable metal grease  
filter cassettes  
for easy cleaning

 –  Suitable for ducted or 
recirculating operation

Serie 8 island chimney hood
DIB091K50B

cm
90

 

 – Electronic control
 – TouchControl with lightline
 – Designed for ceiling mounted 
installation

 – 3 power levels and 2 intensive 
settings

 – LED lights
 – Softlight dimmer function
 – 3 removable metal grease  
filter cassettes  
for easy cleaning

 – Suitable for ducted or recirculating 
operation

Serie 6 angled chimney hood
DWK098E51B

cm
90

 

 –  Electronic control
 – Soft touch button control
 –  Designed for ceiling mounted 
installation

 –  3 power levels and 2 intensive 
settings

 –  LED lights
 –  Softlight dimmer function
 –  2 removable metal grease  
filter cassettes  
for easy cleaning

 –  Suitable for ducted or 
recirculating operation

Serie 8 angled chimney hood
DWK098G61B

cm
90

 

 – Electronic control 
 – TouchControl with Electronic display
 – Designed for wall mounted 
installation

 – 4-speed and intensive operation
 – LED lights
 – Fluorescent mood lighting
 – 3 removable metal grease  
filter cassettes  
for easy cleaning

 – Suitable for ducted or recirculating 
operation

Serie 8 angled chimney hood
DWK068G61B

cm
60

 

 – Electronic control 
 – TouchControl with Electronic display
 – Designed for wall mounted 
installation

 – 4-speed and intensive operation
 – LED lights
 – Fluorescent mood lighting
 – 3 removable metal grease  
filter cassettes  
for easy cleaning

 – Suitable for ducted or recirculating 
operation
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Serie 2 glass hood
DWA094W51B

cm
90

 

 –  Rocker switch control
 –  Designed for wall mounted 
installation

 – 3 power levels
 –  2 x 20W halogen lights
 –  1 removable metal grease  
filter cassette 
for easy cleaning

 –  Suitable for ducted or 
recirculating operation

Serie 2 glass hood
DWA064W51B

cm
60

 

 –  Rocker switch control
 –  Designed for wall mounted 
installation

 –  3 power levels
 –  2 x 20W halogen lights
 –  1 removable metal grease  
filter cassette  
for easy cleaning

 –  Suitable for ducted or 
recirculating operation

Serie 2 glass hood
DWA094W50B

cm
90

 –  Rocker switch control
 –   Designed for wall mounted 
installation

 –  3 power levels
 –  2 x 20W halogen lights
 –   1 removable metal grease  
filter cassette 
for easy cleaning

 –  Suitable for ducted or 
recirculating operation

Serie 6 glass hood
DWA097E51B

cm
90

 – Electronic control
 – Soft touch button control
 –  Designed for wall mounted 
installation

 –  3 power levels and 2 intensive 
settings

 – LED lights
 –  1 removable metal grease  
filter cassette  
for easy cleaning

 –  Suitable for ducted or 
recirculating operation

Serie 6 glass hood
DWA067E51B

cm
60

 – Electronic control
 – Soft touch button control
 –  Designed for wall mounted 
installation

 –  3 power levels and 2 intensive 
settings

 – LED lights
 –  1 removable metal grease  
filter cassette  
for easy cleaning

 –  Suitable for ducted or 
recirculating operation

Serie 6 glass hood
DWA078E50B

cm
70

 

 – Electronic control
 – Soft touch button control
 –  Designed for wall mounted 
installation

 –  3 power levels and 2 intensive 
settings

 – LED lights
 –  1 removable metal grease  
filter cassette  
for easy cleaning

 –  Suitable for ducted or 
recirculating operation

Hoods.
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Hoods.

Serie 4 box style hood
DWB097A50B

cm
90

 –  Soft touch button control
 –  Designed for wall mounted 
installation

 –  3 power levels and intensive setting
 –  LED lights
 –  3 removable metal grease  
filter cassettes  
for easy cleaning

 –  Suitable for ducted or 
recirculating operation

Serie 4 box style hood
DWB067A50B

cm
60

 –  Soft touch button control
 –  Designed for wall mounted 
installation

 –  3 power levels and intensive setting
 –  LED lights
 –  2 removable metal grease  
filter cassettes  
for easy cleaning

 –  Suitable for ducted or 
recirculating operation

Serie 2 glass hood
DWA074W50B

cm
70

 –  Rocker switch control
 –   Designed for wall mounted 
installation

 –  3 power levels
 –  2 x 20W halogen lights
 –   1 removable metal grease  
filter cassette 
for easy cleaning

 –  Suitable for ducted or 
recirculating operation

Serie 2 glass hood
DWA064W50B

cm
60

 –  Rocker switch control
 –  Designed for wall mounted 
installation

 –  3 power levels
 –  2 x high volt halogen spot G9 20W
 –  1 removable metal grease  
filter cassette 
for easy cleaning

 –  Suitable for ducted or 
recirculating operation

Serie 6 box style hood
DWB098J50B / DWB068J50B

cm
90

  
cm
60

 – TouchControl with lightline
 – Designed for wall mounted 
installation

 – 3 power levels and 2 intensive 
settings

 – LED lights
 – 3 removable metal grease  
filter cassettes  
for easy cleaning

 – Suitable for ducted or recirculating 
operation

Serie 6 box style hood
DWB098E51B

cm
90

 –  Soft touch button control
 –  Designed for wall mounted 
installation

 –  3 power levels and 2 intensive 
settings

 –  LED lights
 –  3 removable metal grease  
filter cassettes  
for easy cleaning

 –  Suitable for ducted or 
recirculating operation
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Serie 2 box style hood
DWB064W50B

cm
60

 – Rocker switch control
 –  Designed for wall mounted 
installation

 –  3 power levels
 –  2 x halogen lights
 –  2 removable metal grease  
filter cassettes  
for easy cleaning

 –  Suitable for ducted or 
recirculating operation

Serie 4 box style hood
DWW097A50B

cm
90

 –  Soft touch button control
 –  Designed for wall mounted 
installation

 –  3 power levels and 2 intensive 
settings

 –  LED lights
 –  3 removable metal grease  
filter cassettes  
for easy cleaning

 –  Suitable for ducted or 
recirculating operation

Serie 2 chimney extractor hood
DWB09W452B

cm
90

 –  Rocker switch control
 –  Designed for wall mounted 
installation

 –  3 power levels
 –  2 x 28W lights
 –  3 removable metal grease  
filter cassettes  
for easy cleaning

 –  Suitable for ducted or 
recirculating operation

Serie 2 chimney extractor hood
DWB06W452B

cm
60

 –   Rocker switch control
 –  Designed for wall mounted 
installation

 –  3 power levels
 –  2 x 28W lights
 –  2 removable metal grease  
filter cassettes  
for easy cleaning

 –  Suitable for ducted or 
recirculating operation

Serie 2 box style hood
DWB094W50B

cm
90

 – Rocker switch control
 –  Designed for wall mounted 
installation

 –  3 power levels
 –  2 x 20W
 –  3 removable metal grease  
filter cassettes  
for easy cleaning

 –  Suitable for ducted or 
recirculating operation

Serie 2 box style hood
DWB074W50B

cm
70

 – Rocker switch control
 –  Designed for wall mounted 
installation

 –  3 power levels
 –  2 x 20W
 –  2 removable metal grease  
filter cassettes  
for easy cleaning

 –  Suitable for ducted or 
recirculating operation
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Hoods.

Serie 2 pyramid chimney hood
DWW07W450B

cm
70

 –  Rocker switch control
 –  Designed for wall mounted 
installation

 –  3 power levels
 –  2 x 28W lights
 –  2 removable metal grease  
filter cassettes  
for easy cleaning

 –  Suitable for ducted or 
recirculating operation

Serie 2 pyramid chimney hood
DWW06W460B

cm
60

 –   Rocker switch control
 –  Designed for wall mounted 
installation

 –  3 power levels
 –  2 x 28W lights
 –  2 removable metal grease  
filter cassettes  
for easy cleaning

 –  Suitable for ducted or 
recirculating operation

Serie 4 chimney extractor hood
DWW067A50B

cm
60

 –  Soft touch button control
 –  Designed for wall mounted 
installation

 –  3 power levels and intensive setting
 –  2 x 25W halogen lights
 –  2 removable metal grease  
filter cassettes  
for easy cleaning

 –  Suitable for ducted or 
recirculating operation

Serie 2 pyramid chimney hood
DWW09W460B

cm
90

 –  Rocker switch control
 –  Designed for wall mounted 
installation

 –  3 power levels
 –  2 x 40W lights
 –  3 removable metal grease  
filter cassettes  
for easy cleaning

 –  Suitable for ducted or 
recirculating operation

Serie 2 pyramid chimney hood
DWW09W450B

cm
90

 –  Rocker switch control
 –  Designed for wall mounted 
installation

 –  3 power levels
 –  2 x 40W lights
 –  3 removable metal grease  
filter cassettes  
for easy cleaning

 –  Suitable for ducted or 
recirculating operation

Serie 4 chimney extractor hood
DWW077A50B

cm
70

 –  Soft touch button control
 –  Designed for wall mounted 
installation

 –  3 power levels and intensive setting
 –  LED lights
 –  2 removable metal grease  
filter cassettes  
for easy cleaning

 –  Suitable for ducted or 
recirculating operation
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Serie 2 integrated extractor hood
DHE645MGB

cm
60

 – Rocker switch control
 –  For installation between cupboards
 –  3 power levels
 –  2 x 40W bulbs
 –  2 removable metal grease  
filter cassettes  
for easy cleaning

 –  Suitable for ducted or 
recirculating operation

Serie 2 integrated extractor hood
DHE635BGB

cm
60

 –  Rocker switch control
 –  For installation between cupboards
 –  3 power levels
 –  1 x 40W bulbs
 –  Paper grease filter
 –  Suitable for ducted or 
recirculating operation

Serie 6 canopy extractor hood
DHL785CGB

cm
70

 – Soft touch button control 
 – For installation in a kitchen cabinet
 – 3 power levels and intensive setting
 – LED lights
 – 2 removable metal grease  
filter cassettes  
for easy cleaning

 – Suitable for ducted or recirculating 
operation

Serie 6 canopy extractor hood
DHL575CGB

cm
60

 – Soft touch button control 
 – For installation in a kitchen cabinet
 – 3 power levels and intensive setting
 – LED lights
 – 1 removable metal grease  
filter cassette  
for easy cleaning

 – Suitable for ducted or recirculating 
operation

Serie 2 pyramid chimney hood
DWW06W450B

cm
60

 –  Rocker switch control
 –  Designed for wall mounted 
installation

 –  3 power levels
 –  2 x 28W lights
 –   2 removable metal grease  
filter cassettes  
for easy cleaning

 –  Suitable for ducted or 
recirculating operation

Serie 4 telescopic hood
DHI635HGB

cm
60

 –   Rocker switch control
 –  3 power levels
 –  2 x 40W bulbs
 –  Double filter system
 –  2 removable metal grease  
filter cassettes  
for easy cleaning

 –  Suitable for ducted or 
recirculating operation
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Serie 2 canopy hood
DHL535BGB

cm
60

 –   Rocker switch control
 – For installation under an overhead 
canopy kitchen unit

 –  2 power levels and intensive setting
 –  2 x 40W bulbs
 –   Paper grease filter
 –  Suitable for ducted or 
recirculating operation

Built-under conventional hood
DHU626MGB

cm
60

 – Designed for wall mounted 
installation or suspended beneath a 
reduced height wall cupboard

 – 3 power levels
 – 2 x 20W low energy halogen lights
 – 2 removable metal grease  
filter cassettes  
for easy cleaning

 – Suitable for ducted or recirculating 
operation

Serie 2 canopy hood
DHU645PGB brushed steel 
DHU646PGB black 
DHU642PGB white

cm
60

 – Designed for wall mounted 
installation or suspended beneath a 
reduced height wall cupboard

 – 3 power levels
 – 1 x halogen light
 – 1 removable metal grease  
filter cassette  
for easy cleaning

 – Suitable for ducted or recirculating 
operation

Serie 4 canopy hood
DHL555BGB

cm
60

 –   Slider switch control
 – For installation under an overhead 
canopy kitchen unit

 –  3 power levels and intensive setting
 –  2 x 20W low energy halogen lights
 – 2 removable metal grease  
filter cassettes  
for easy cleaning

 –  Suitable for ducted or 
recirculating operation

Hoods.
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Home laundry.
Our range of built-in home laundry appliances now saves you 

even more water, energy and time. With clever new functions 

available across the range, it also means getting great cleaning 

results is even easier.

Washing machines Washer dryers

Our premium range. 
Cutting-edge design meets advanced 
technologies. Unique innovations 
combine with energy efficiency to 
deliver outstanding performance  
that also saves you time, water  
and money.

Our essential range. 
Broad range of specialist programmes 
deliver high performance and 
effortless convenience to enhance 
your lifestyle.

Our practical range. 
Models that combine practical 
features and Bosch build quality in a 
consistent, value for money package.

To view our full home laundry range, visit www.bosch-home.co.uk
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We take the chore 
out of laundry.
Because we care that our appliances are both as efficient as 

possible to protect the environment and as convenient as 

possible to make your life easier, a Bosch washer dryer can 

wash and dry almost double the amount of laundry per load 

(4kg) than a standard washer dryer (2.5kg).

68 | Home laundry

Model shown is WIS28441GB.
Illustration only. Actual model may vary.
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This means you can keep on top of 
the laundry basket, spend more time 
doing things you really love, and know 
that every time you put a washload on 
you’re saving water and energy.

The Serie 8 washer dryer uses just 79 
litres of water to wash and dry a 4kg 
load. A standard washer dryer uses 
100 litres to wash and dry a 2.5kg 
load. This means you can get twice 
the laundry done and get on with 
the more exciting things in life whilst 
saving water.

Why choose Bosch?

Washed and dried to perfection.
Programme a wash and dry in  
one go. Thanks to advanced  
sensor drying, load the machine 
and you’ll come back to perfectly 
dry clothes. Plus, the programme 
automatically turns off once the 
sensors detect the laundry is  
dry, so you’ll save energy and 
minimise the risk of damage  
through over-heating.

Give your laundry a boost.
When you need lightly soiled  
items more quickly, press the  
Flexi Time button once to reduce  
the wash time by 30% without 
compromising the cleaning 
performance. And for very lightly 
soiled items, pressing it twice  
speeds it up faster still.

Wash more, iron less.
On both washing machines and 
washer dryers, the reduced ironing 
function delivers a gentler tumble 
during the spin cycle. As a result,  
your clothes come out less creased, 
which makes ironing them a lot 
quicker and easier.

Hand wash in the machine.
The woollens hand wash programme 
is so gentle that even the most 
delicate laundry can now be 
conveniently washed in the machine. 
It has a soft wash action and a 
specialised reduced spin of just  
27rpm so hand wash items keep  
their shape.
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Q:  Do I need all of these 
programmes?

A:  If you’ve invested a lot of money 
in your clothes or household 
linens, you can easily avoid 
destroying or damaging them 
by choosing the machine with 
the most programmes in your 
budget. Hand wash, delicates, silk, 
woollens, sports or other specialist 
programmes give the best possible 
care to specific items. 

Q:  What detergent gets the  
best results?

A:  All detergents – when used with 
correct dosage – deliver good 
results. Powders and gels give 
more flexibility to get dosage 
levels correct, whereas tablets 
and liquitabs are more convenient. 
Liquids dissolve quickly  
and give good results at  
lower temperatures. 

Q:  What size drum should  
I choose?

A:  Machines with larger drums can 
take 7kg+ of washing. A typical 7kg 
load is made up of 35 men’s shirts, 
or king size bed linen including 4 
pillow cases. A 2kg load is typically 
made up of 10 men’s shirts or the 
clothes you’d wear in a normal day. 
If you need to wash larger loads, 
consider a machine with at least 
a 7kg capacity. 

Q:  Can you save me time?
A:  No-one wants to spend more 

time doing the laundry. And for 
the really time-pressed, we’ve 
created a 15 minute Super Quick 
15 programme that still delivers 
perfect results. 

Q: Do I need to sort the laundry? 
A:  You should always sort your 

laundry by colour and care type 
and try washing similar colours 
and fabrics together. Spending a 
small amount of time sorting your 
laundry will ensure you get better 
washing results.

Q:  How do I know which spin  
speed to choose?

A:  Many machines allow you to 
change the speed of the spin on 
certain programmes. Higher spin 
speeds mean more moisture is 
spun out of the load and your 
clothes dry faster – handy if you 
need them in a hurry. 

How do I choose the perfect 
washing machine?
You rely on your washing machine to keep pace with your family’s 

laundry needs and to make sure your clothes always come out looking 

as good as the day you bought them, so it pays to spend a little time 

making sure you get the right one for your lifestyle. To help you choose 

the right washing machine for your home Karl, the Bosch Engineer 

has answered some of your most frequently asked questions.
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Q:  How do I know it’s exactly 
right for my home?

A:  Whether you or your family 
members have allergies, play lots 
of sport, wear delicate clothing  
or have other specific needs,  
you can usually find a machine  
that can cope with whatever  
you throw at it. Most machines 
now come with a child lock on the 
door and control panel to protect 
them from wandering little fingers. 



Never miss out on wearing 
your favourite outfit again.

Everything that you need 

to take care of your family’s 

laundry, from large capacity 

for large loads, to a range of 

programmes for different  

fabrics, and a quick 15 minute 

programme for when you  

need your washing quickly.
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Serie 8 washing machine WIS28441GB

  

 – 1400rpm
 – Super Quick 15 
15 minute wash programme

 – 3D AquaSpa wash system 
faster water penetration

 – Reduced Ironing  
less creasing

 – Wool programme 
gentle washing

 – Large LED display  
stay in control

 – Time delay/Time remaining  
flexible laundry
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Easy to use.
The large LED display allows you to 
select programmes, add options easily 
and monitor you laundry’s progress so 
you can stay in control of your laundry.

Extra convenience.
Time delay allows you to delay your 
washing so it’s ready when you need 
it to be. You can keep adding to it 
throughout the day and run it at 
night – ideal for making the most of 
night time tariffs.

Wash more laundry.
Ideal for families and busy households, 
the large 7kg capacity means you can 
wash more laundry in one go. A typical 
7kg load could be made up of king size 
bed linen, including 4 pillow cases or 
35 men’s shirts. So whether you have 
lots of laundry that needs washing, or 
you prefer to do fewer loads but with 
larger amounts, large capacity will 
make laundry easier.

For our full product range visit www.bosch-home.co.uk

Ideal for families and busy 
households, the large 7kg capacity 
means you can wash more laundry 
in one go.



No more hanging around.
Intelligent sensor electronics take the guess work 
out of drying your laundry. Autodry monitors your 
laundry and switches the programme off once 
your laundry is dry. You can programme a wash 
and dry in one go and come back to perfectly 
washed and dried laundry.

Save time.
Super Quick 15 turns around a full wash in just 
15 minutes. Designed for a lightly soiled 2kg load 
(that’s roughly one outfit or 10 men’s shirts), 
this cycle packs in a wash, two rinse cycles and 
improved rinse spinning making it one of the 
shortest complete wash programmes of any 
machine on the market. 

At your command.
The simple but effective time delay allows you to 
delay your laundry so it is washed and dried for 
when you want it. Ideal for taking advantage of 
cheaper energy tariffs.

Load. Close. Press. The simplest 
way to clean and dry laundry.

The Serie 6 washer dryer 

uses just half the water 

consumption of a standard 

washer dryer, and washes 

and dries almost double 

the amount of laundry.
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Serie 6 washer dryer WKD28540GB

  

 – 1400rpm
 –  Super Quick 15  
15 minute wash programme

 –  Flexi Time  
reduce wash times

 –  Reduced Ironing  
less creasing

 –  Wool  
gentle washing

 –  Time delay/Time remaining 
flexible laundry
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Serie 8 washing machine
WIS28441GB

  

 –  1400rpm
 – Super Quick 15 
15 minute wash programme

 – AquaPlus  
better rinsing 

 – Reduced Ironing  
less creasing

 – Wool  
gentle washing

 – Large LED display  
stay in control

Serie 8 washing machine
WIS24141GB

  

 – Key Features 
1200rpm

 –  Super Quick 15 
15 minute wash programme

 –  Reduced Ironing  
less creasing

 –  Wool  
gentle washing

Serie 6 washer dryer
WKD28540GB

  

 – 1400rpm
 –  Super Quick 15  
15 minute wash programme

 –  Flexi Time  
reduce wash times

 –  Reduced Ironing  
less creasing

 –  Wool  
gentle washing

 –  Time delay/time remaining 
flexible laundry

Serie 4 automatic washer dryer
WKD28350GB

  

 – 1400rpm
 –  Wool  
gentle washing

 –  Time delay/time remaining 
flexible laundry

At a glance | Built-in home laundry.
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Dishwashers.
Save more time, energy and water  

than ever before.

Semi-integrated 
dishwashers

Fully-integrated 
dishwashers

Slimline 
dishwashers

Our premium range. 
A perfect fit in design 
and functionality. A new 
standard of flexibility with 
the VarioFlex Pro basket 
system and easy-to-read 
TFT displays indicate 
programme information, a 
real-time clock, resource 
consumption and fill levels. 
It is the most elegant and 
easiest way to achieve 
perfect washing results. 

Our essential range. 
Intelligent solutions that 
save water and energy. It’s 
increasingly important to 
buy energy-efficient and 
sustainable appliances but 
that shouldn’t compromise 
on its ease of use. Easy-
to-read displays not only 
indicate the time remaining, 
but tell you when to add salt 
or rinse aid.

Our practical range. 
High quality, reliable 
dishwashers offer flexibility 
and practicality with the 
Rackmatic height-adjustable 
top basket. A convenient 
display tells you the cycle 
time remaining, making 
chores around the house  
a little bit easier. 

Our quality range. 
Our Serie 2 dishwashers 
offer you classic design 
with easy operation. 
They are the optimal 
solution for anyone 
who wants a reliable 
appliance with good 
value for money. 

To view our full dishwasher range, visit www.bosch-home.co.uk

Serie | 8 Serie | 6 Serie | 4 Serie | 2
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Where every pot has its place.
The new VarioFlex Pro basket 
system is even more versatile than 
before. Tailor the space inside of your 
dishwasher to suit exactly the items 
you’re washing. The foldable racks 
adapt to any load whilst still securing 
everything in place.

Not just a pretty face.
The new TFT touch colour display 
from Bosch clearly indicates which 
programme is being used plus the 
energy and water consumption for 
your chosen cycle. It will also tell you 
the programme finish time so you 
don’t have to worry about opening 
the dishwasher door half way through 
a cycle again. 

Put the pressure on. 
Touchpoints indicate where to hold 
the foldable racks and adapt their 
position, or adjust the height of 
the upper basket. Thanks to these 
markings, you can instantly spot how 
and where to modify the baskets so 
you always have the perfect solution 
for every combination of dishes.  

Take away the guess work. 
Bosch dishwashers are so quiet 
sometimes it’s hard to tell whether 
they are on or off, especially on 
fully-integrated models where there 
is no visible control panel. The new 
TimeLight indicates the programme 
status and time remaining onto any 
floor surface.

10-year anti-rust warranty
Our appliances are made from top 
quality materials and in addition to 
our standard appliance warranty, 
we provide a free of charge warranty 
against rusting-through of the 
dishwasher’s inner cavity.

Why choose Bosch?
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Save water every load.
It takes just 6.5 litres* of water for our AquaStar dishwashers to  

clean 13 place settings for a three-course meal**. That’s less 

water than it takes to fill a kitchen sink.

Our AquaStar 6.5L technology is available on selected Serie 6 dishwashers and as well as saving 
water, with their A++ rating for energy efficiency they can save you money on your energy bills too.

*  6.5 litre water consumption on standard Economy 50ºC programme.
** Three-course meal as defined by dinner, soup and dessert plate, cup and saucer, glass, knife, fork, soup, tea and dessert spoons 

for each place setting as well as 1 serving plate, 2 serving bowls, 2 serving spoons, 1 serving fork and 1 sauce spoon. Im
ag
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Q:  How much space do I need  
for a dishwasher?

A:  Our range of slimline dishwashers 
are the same height and depth 
as full size models, but at 45cm 
across are just two-thirds of the 
width and perfect for slotting 
into narrow spaces. A slimline 
dishwasher will hold either 9 or 10 
place settings. The full size models 
are 60cm in width and can hold 
12, 13 or 14 place settings. 

Q:  Which size is best for me?
A:  If you use a lot of dishes, for 

example if you have a large family 
or you regularly cook and entertain 
at home, you should consider a full 
size dishwasher as these can easily 
hold up to 13 or 14 three-course 
dinner place settings. Their flexible 
settings also allow you to use them 
for larger pots and pans, as well as 
delicate items such as glassware.  
 

Q:  Which is the best cleaning 
method – by hand or in a 
dishwasher?

A:  Tap water used for hand washing 
is generally not a very high 
temperature, and washing up 
liquid is relatively mild because 
both come into contact with your 
skin. Dishwashers, on the other 
hand, heat water up to over 70ºC 
which is more effective at removing 
bacteria, and dishwasher detergent 
contains different ingredients that 
target stains and food residues. 
Some of our dishwashers also 
have a Hygiene option, which uses 
a longer, hotter, final rinse for 
chopping and cooking utensils. In 
short, you’ll get better results with 
less effort from a dishwasher than 
from handwashing.

If you live on your own, or in a 
smaller household with limited 
space, then a slimline model  
might cope with all your 
dishwashing needs.

Q:  Will the dishwasher be able 
to replace the ‘elbow grease’ 
sometimes required to  
hand wash?

A:  Yes – your Bosch dishwasher has a 
range of programmes to make sure 
all your dishes come out brilliantly 
clean. For example, you can safely 
put delicate glassware at the top 
of the dishwasher and dirty pans 
at the bottom. The pans get an 
intensive clean and the glasses a 
gentler one with our Intensive zone 
programme. The programmes, 
which are explained in a little more 
detail on page 58, can also sense 
automatically how dirty the load is 
and adapt the wash accordingly.

How do I choose the right 
dishwasher for me?
Dishwashers save you the chore of washing-up by hand, and also help keep 

your kitchen looking cleaner and clutter free. We have two different sizes 

of built-in dishwashers you can choose from: standard or slimline. The 

slimline 45cm dishwasher is capable of washing a surprisingly large number 

of dishes using a wide range of programmes. To help you choose the right 

dishwasher for your home Karl, the Bosch Engineer has answered some 

of your most frequently asked questions.

80 | Dishwashers | Buyer’s guide
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Q:  Do I need to stack the 
dishwasher in a certain way to 
get the best results?

A:  To get the best results, we 
recommend larger dishes and tall 
items go in the bottom rack, with 
their dirty surfaces facing the 
centre and any openings facing 
down. The top rack should be 
reserved for smaller items, such 
as cups or glasses, or those that 
are less dirty. The top basket can 
be adjusted when fully loaded to 
create extra space if needed for 
taller or bigger items in the bottom 
rack. The racks that keep plates 
securely in place can also be 
folded down so you can get larger 
items or pans cleaned more easily. 
If you have a dishwasher with a 
VarioDrawer, then you can put all 
the cutlery in there, including large 
utensils and wide handled items. 
This gives these items a better 
wash and frees up space in the 
bottom basket as no cutlery  
basket is required. 

Q:  What’s the difference between 
semi integrated and fully 
integrated?

A:  Fully integrated dishwashers – 
either slimline or full size – are 
completely hidden behind the  
door for a seamless built-in look. 
Therefore you have to open the 
door to access the dishwasher 
controls. Semi integrated 
dishwashers are only available 
in full size models and have the 
control panel on display. This is  
a feature some people prefer as  
it means you don’t have to open 
the cabinet to switch it on or 
select a programme. 

Q:  Will I have to wait for ages  
for the dishwasher to finish  
every time?

A:  No. By activating the VarioSpeed 
and VarioSpeed Plus options, you 
can significantly reduce running 
times. Using this feature, our  
Serie 6 models will wash and dry  
a full load in just over an hour.  
Our Quick Wash 45 programme 
will wash a light load in just over 
half an hour.

Bosch recommend Finish.
Bosch have tested and recommend 
using Finish dishwashing products. 
For the ultimate clean and shine on 
all your dishes, plus added protection 
against glass corrosion, Bosch 
recommend new Finish Quantum 
Shine & Protect.



Clean 13 full place settings  
in just 6.5 litres of water.

Our dishwashers can clean a 

full load of dishes with just 6.5 

litres of water (that wouldn’t 

even fill a kitchen sink). That’s 

a starter, main and dessert for 

13 people* cleaned perfectly. 

82 | Dishwashers

* Three-course meal as defined by dinner, soup and dessert plate, 
cup and saucer, glass, knife, fork, soup, tea and dessert spoons 
for each place setting as well as 1 serving plate, 2 serving bowls, 
2 serving spoons, 1 serving fork and 1 sauce spoon.

Serie 6 dishwasher SMI65P15GB

13       Anti-Rust

 –  VarioFlexPlus baskets  
flexible loading

 – 6 programmes  
a wash for every load

 – VarioSpeed  
faster wash times
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Easy loading.
Larger baskets and foldable racks 
make it easy to fit more in and to 
load everything securely. The 3-stage 
Rackmatic™ system in the basket 
means you can move the basket up 
even when it’s full to make it easier to 
add taller items in the bottom basket.

2 washes in 1.
Delivering an intensive 70ºC wash 
on the bottom basket whilst the 
top basket carries on as normal. 
Selecting the Intensive zone option 
will clean baked-on pots and pans 
in the bottom basket, and delicate 
glasses and dishes in the top basket 
at the same time. There’s no need to 
wash two loads or slip on the rubber 
gloves and wash the rest of the 
dishes up by hand.

When you need the dishes sooner.
VarioSpeed cuts programme time in 
half. This option is available on most 
wash programmes (except quick wash 
45º) and still delivers the same great 
results. With this option, the Economy 
50ºC programme takes just over an 
hour and a half.

For our full product range visit www.bosch-home.co.uk
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At a glance | Built-in 60cm dishwashers.
Serie 8 semi integrated dishwasher
SMI88TS00G

    14   Anti-Rust

 – 8 programmes  
a wash for every load

 –  EcoSilence drive™  
only 41 deciblels 

 –  Stainless steel Piezo touch control
 –  VarioFlexPro baskets 
flexible loading

Serie 8 fully integrated dishwasher
SMV88TD00G

    14   Anti-Rust

 – 8 programmes  
a wash for every load

 –  EcoSilence drive™  
only 42 deciblels 

 –  Stainless steel interior
 –  VarioFlexPro baskets 
flexible loading

Serie 8 fully integrated dishwasher
SBE87TX00G

    14   Anti-Rust

 – 7 programmes  
a wash for every load

 –  EcoSilence drive™  
only 44 deciblels 

 –  Stainless steel interior
 –  VarioFlexPro baskets 
flexible loading

Serie 8 fully integrated dishwasher
SMV87TD00G

    14   Anti-Rust

 – 7 programmes  
a wash for every load

 –  EcoSilence drive™  
only 44 deciblels 

 –  Stainless steel interior
 –  VarioFlexPro baskets 
flexible loading

Serie 6 semi integrated dishwasher
SMI65P15GB

    13   Anti-Rust

 –  VarioFlexPlus baskets  
flexible loading

 – 6 programmes  
a wash for every load

 – VarioSpeed  
faster wash times

Serie 4 semi integrated dishwasher
SMI50C15GB silver 
SMI50C16GB black 
SMI50C12GB white

    12   Anti-Rust

 – 5 programmes  
a wash for every load

 –  EcoSilence drive™  
only 46 deciblels 

 –  Stainless steel Piezo touch control
 –  Vario baskets 
flexible loading
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Built-in 60cm dishwashers.
Serie 6 fully integrated dishwasher
SMV69P15GB

    14   Anti-Rust

 – 6 programmes  
a wash for every load

 –  EcoSilence drive™  
only 39 deciblels 

 –  Stainless steel interior
 –  VarioFlexPlus baskets 
flexible loading

Serie 6 fully integrated dishwasher
SMV69M01GB

    13   Anti-Rust

 – 6 programmes  
a wash for every load

 –  EcoSilence drive™  
only 44 deciblels 

 –  Stainless steel interior
 –  VarioFlexPlus baskets 
flexible loading

Serie 6 fully integrated dishwasher
SBV69M00GB

    13   Anti-Rust

 – 6 programmes  
a wash for every load

 –  EcoSilence drive™  
only 44 deciblels 

 –  Stainless steel interior
 –  VarioFlexPlus baskets 
flexible loading

Serie 6 fully integrated dishwasher
SMV65M10GB

    13   Anti-Rust

 – 6 programmes  
a wash for every load

 –  EcoSilence drive™  
only 44 deciblels 

 –  Stainless steel interior
 –  VarioFlexPlus baskets 
flexible loading

Serie 6 fully integrated dishwasher
SMV53M10GB

    13   Anti-Rust

 – 5 programmes  
a wash for every load

 –  EcoSilence drive™  
only 46 deciblels 

 –  Stainless steel interior
 –  VarioFlex baskets 
flexible loading

Serie 4 fully integrated dishwasher
SMV53L10GB

    12   Anti-Rust

 – 5 programmes  
a wash for every load

 –  EcoSilence drive™  
only 46 deciblels 

 – Stainless steel/Polinox interior
 –  VarioFlex baskets 
flexible loading
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Serie 2 fully integrated dishwasher
SMV40C30GB

    12   Anti-Rust

 – 4 programmes  
a wash for every load

 – Stainless steel/Polinox interior
 –  Vario baskets 
flexible loading

Serie 2 fully integrated dishwasher
SMV40C00GB

    12   Anti-Rust

 – 4 programmes  
a wash for every load

 – Stainless steel/Polinox interior

Serie 4 fully integrated dishwasher
SMV53L00GB

    12   Anti-Rust

 – 5 programmes  
a wash for every load

 –  EcoSilence drive™  
only 48 deciblels 

 – Stainless steel/Polinox interior
 –  VarioFlex baskets 
flexible loading

Serie 2 fully integrated dishwasher
SMV50C10GB

    12   Anti-Rust

 – 5 programmes  
a wash for every load

 –  EcoSilence drive™  
only 48 deciblels 

 – Stainless steel/Polinox interior
 –  Vario baskets 
flexible loading

Built-in 60cm dishwashers.
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Serie 6 fully integrated dishwasher
SPV69T00GB

    10   Anti-Rust

 – 6 programmes  
a wash for every load

 –  EcoSilence drive™  
only 44 deciblels 

 –  Stainless steel interior
 –  VarioFlexPlus baskets 
flexible loading

Serie 4 fully integrated dishwasher
SPV40C10GB

    9   Anti-Rust

 – 4 programmes  
a wash for every load

 –  EcoSilence drive™  
only 48 deciblels 

 –  Stainless steel interior
 –  Vario baskets 
flexible loading

Serie 2 fully integrated dishwasher
SPV40C20GB

    9   Anti-Rust

 – 4 programmes  
a wash for every load

 –  EcoSilence drive™  
only 52 deciblels 

 –  Stainless steel interior
 –  Vario baskets 
flexible loading

Built-in 45cm dishwashers.



To view our full refrigeration range, visit www.bosch-home.co.uk

Fridges Freezers Fridge 
freezers

Built-in 
fridges

Built-in 
freezers

Under counter 
fridges

Under counter 
freezers

Save more, waste less. Our new range of fridge freezers save 

you money thanks to their energy efficiency ratings. They are 

also packed with innovative technology to keep your food 

fresher for longer, so you’ll throw out less and save on your 

weekly shopping bill too. Use our buyer’s guide on page 92  

to find the right one for you.

Refrigeration.

Our premium range. 
Elegant design and perfect 
organisation, inside and out. 
Innovative features allow 
you to control temperature 
and humidity of your foods, 
keeping them fresher for up 
to three times longer. 

Serie | 8

Our essential range. 
Technology such as the 
HydroFresh drawers 
precisely control humidity 
levels, keeping fruit and 
vegetables fresher for 
longer. A high-resolution 
LCD display shows energy 
and temperature settings 
inside the appliance.

Serie | 6

Our practical range. 
With optimised drawers 
to control humidity or 
temperature such as 
the CrisperBox for your 
groceries and the ChillerBox 
for meat and fish, you don’t 
have to worry about keeping 
your food fresh, your fridge 
does it for you. 

Our quality range. 
Built to keep electricity 
costs down. With energy 
efficiency an increasing 
priority in homes, the 
Serie 2 refrigeration 
range is just as efficient 
as it is value for money. 

Serie | 4 Serie | 2

88 | Refrigeration | Introduction
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Why choose Bosch?

Another job off the list. 
Never worry about having to defrost 
the freezer again. The NoFrost 
system prevents the build up of ice 
by automatically initiating the defrost 
operation as required. This also  
helps to maintain the appliance’s 
energy efficiency.

Fresher for up to twice as long. 
To keep fruit and vegetables fresher 
for longer, you need to store them 
at both the right temperature and 
humidity levels. The HydroFresh™ 
drawer allows you to adjust and set 
exactly the right humidity level for the 
fruit and vegetables you have, so they 
stay fresher for up to twice as long. 

Extra safe storage at the touch  
of a button. 
Activating the SuperFreeze function 
before you go shopping lowers the 
temperature for a short period, so 
anything new put in the freezer is 
frozen quickly. SuperCool on your 
fridge performs a similar task, 
keeping everything at the right 
storage temperature. 

Quietly does it.
As there could be many small, 
and larger, hands opening and 
shutting the fridge door, it’s nice 
to know that we’ve integrated 
SoftClosing doors in many models. 
Smooth, controlled closing and no 
slamming means there’s one less 
bang, crash or wallop to worry  
about at home. Plus the door cannot 
be left open inadvertently.

90 | Refrigeration
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* Source: www.sust-it.net.
** Based on KIS87AF30G using 226kWh as stated on the EU energy certificate at £0.154 per kWh.

Keep cool when the  
electric bill arrives.
365 days a year, 24 hours a day fridges and freezers 

are always on. In fact, they make up for around 17% 

of the electricity used in the home, or even more if 

it’s a particularly old model.* 

That’s why we design our fridges 
and freezers to be as energy efficient 
as possible, and we’re proud to be 
able to offer so many energy efficient 
fridges and freezers right across  
our range.

It might seem odd to replace 
something that isn’t broken but you 
may actually save by upgrading your 
fridge and freezer. Our A++ energy 
rated fridge freezers, which are 
available from our Serie 6 range, cost 
as little as £35** per year in electricity. 



Q.  There are lots of different models 
with different capacities.  
How do I know which is the  
right one for me?

A.  If you live on your own, in a 
small household or tend to eat 
out more than at home, then a 
built-in fridge with an ice box 
might be sufficient. If you buy a 
lot of frozen food products, or 
regularly cook and freeze a large 
amount of homemade food, then 
it probably won’t be enough. 
Separate, taller appliances provide 
the most capacity, though a tall 
fridge freezer has the benefit of 
having as much capacity as two 
separate smaller models and is 
more energy efficient. If you live 
in a large household, you are 
likely to undertake a large weekly 
shop. Therefore you may need a 
large capacity model, such as an 
American-style fridge freezer.

Q.  What’s the first thing I  
should consider?

A.  The first thing to consider is: do 
you want more space in either 
your fridge or freezer? Built-in 
fridge freezers can offer various 
options, from a 50/50 split to the 
larger fridge, or a smaller freezer 
option with a 70/30 split. If you 
are replacing a fridge freezer 
additionally, it is important to 
measure the cabinet and door 
sizes to ensure they will fit your 
new fridge freezer. Ventilation 
is very important as a properly 
ventilated machine will  
be more energy efficient.

Q.  What do all the functions mean – 
surely one fridge freezer is pretty 
much the same as another?

A.   Whilst they may all look the same, 
there are little changes inside 
– and those changes can make 
a big difference. A large part of 
any household budget is spent 
on the weekly food shop – so 
it’s important that your food 
and drink is stored in optimum 
conditions to reduce the cost 
and frustration of having to 
throw things out unused. That’s 
why we’ve developed specialist 
drawers like CrisperBox (for fruit 
and vegetables) and ChillerBox 
(for meat and fish) to keep food 
fresher for longer. 

Finding the right  
fridge freezer for me.
Making the right choice of fridge freezer is crucial as it is going to be the  

most important, and most used, appliance in your kitchen. As well as 

available space, you also need to make sure the appliance fits in with the  

way you will feed yourself, family and friends. To help you choose the right 

fridge freezer for your home Karl, the Bosch Engineer has answered  

some of your most frequently asked questions.

92 | Refrigeration | Buyer’s guide
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Q.  Do I need all these fancy extras?
A.  We don’t design things to be 

fancy extras – we put them there 
because they make life easier. 
For example, SoftClosing Doors 
ensure that whoever closes the 
fridge, does so gently and quietly. 
By developing NoFrost technology, 
we save you the time and chore 
of defrosting the freezer. With no 
frost in the interior, we ensure 
the peak energy efficiency of the 
appliance is maintained, saving 
money on your bills too.

Q.  Should I pay much attention to 
energy efficiency ratings?

A.  Yes. Whichever model you choose, 
it will be on all day, every day and 
will be constantly using electricity 
that you will be billed for. Our A++ 
fridge freezers cost as little as  
£35 a year in electricity charges.
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Save time with flexible storage. 
And save money too.

Put away the weekly shop more easily, and get what you 

need faster too, thanks to height adjustable shelves and fully 

extendible drawers. And because this fridge freezer is rated 

A++ for energy efficiency, you’ll save money as well as time.

Serie 6 fridge freezer KIN86AD30G

  

 –  HydroFresh drawer™ 
fresher fruit and vegetables

 – SuperFreeze 
faster freezing

 – SuperCooling 
faster cooling

 – Electronic temperature control 
precise temperature control

 – LED light 
perfect illumination

 – SoftClose door 
smooth controlled door closure
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For our full product range visit www.bosch-home.co.uk

No more defrosting.
By preventing ice formation, NoFrost 
ensures the freezer will never need 
to be defrosted again. Not only does 
that save you time, but it saves energy 
because there’s no ice build-up 
insulating the inside of the freezer, 
which makes it work harder.

Double the freshness.
The HydroFresh vegetable drawer™ 
features a humidity controller which
allows you to lock in moisture. This
preserves vitamins and flavour in
fruit and vegetables so they last up 
to twice as long. You save time by 
making fewer shopping trips, and as
food lasts longer it’s less likely to be
thrown away.

Gently does it.
The soft controlled closure of the door 
adds the finishing touch to this fridge 
freezer and keeps items secure in the 
door when it’s closing. Also, the door 
cannot be inadvertently left open.
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Save money 24-7 and save 
on trips to the shops too.

Costing less than £1.50 per month* in electricity to run, this 

A++ fridge saves energy. It has lots of space, and the height 

adjustable shelves and fully extendible drawers make it 

easy to put the shopping away.

* Based on KIR81AF30G using 116kWh as stated 
on the EU energy certificate at £0.154 per kWh.

Serie 6 fridge freezer KIR81AF30G

  

 –  Electronic LED display
 – Freshsense – intelligent sensor technology 
precise temperature control

 – HydroFresh – humidity controlled salad container 
keep fruit and vegetables fresh
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For our full product range visit www.bosch-home.co.uk

Fresher fruit and vegetables.
The two vegetable drawers have 
rippled bases to allow air to circulate, 
keeping fruit and vegetables as fresh 
as the day you bought them for longer. 

Easier access.
It’s even easier to reach right to 
the back of the drawer because the 
telescopic rails allow the drawer to 
come all the way out.

Soft closing door.
The fridge door closes quietly, gently 
and safely, so items stay securely 
fastened in the door, helping to make 
things a little calmer in a busy kitchen. 
The controlled closure prevents the 
door from ever being left open.
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Cooling technology where 
the money savings stack up.

Costing less than £4 per month* in electricity to run,  

this A+ freezer is high in space but low in running costs.

* Based on GIN38A55GB using 311kWh as stated 
on the EU energy certificate at £0.154 per kWh.

Serie 8 freezer GIN38A55GB

  

 – SuperFreeze 
faster freezing

 – Electronic temperature control 
precise temperature control

 – BigBox 
perfect for storing bulky items

 – LED light 
perfect illumination

 – SoftClose door 
smooth controlled door closure
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No more defrosting.
NoFrost technology prevents ice 
building up, ensuring the freezer will 
never need to be defrosted again. 
This saves you time and saves energy, 
because there’s no ice inside the 
freezer making it work harder.

Soft closing door.
The freezer door closes quietly
and gently, helping to make things
a little calmer in a busy kitchen.
No more incidences of the freezer
door being left open.

More space.
Extra spacious with 5 drawers and 2
compartments, you will find it easy
to fit everything in – perfect for busy
households. The extra large BigBox is
big enough for the Christmas turkey
and any other large bulky items.
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Serie 6 built-in fridge freezer
KIN86AD30G

  

 –  SoftClose door 
smooth controlled door closure

 –  HydroFresh drawer™ 
fresher fruit & vegetables

 –  SuperFreeze 
faster freezing

 –  Bright interior LED fridge light
 –  Dimensions (H x W x D): 
177.2 x 55.8 x 54.5cm

 –  Niche dimensions (H x W x D): 
177.5 x 56 x 55cm

Serie 6 built-in fridge-freezer
KIN85AF30G

  

 –  HydroFresh drawer™ 
fresher fruit & vegetables

 –  SuperFreeze 
faster freezing

 –  Bright interior LED fridge light
 –  Dimensions (H x W x D): 
177.2 x 55.8 x 54.5cm

 –  Niche dimensions (H x W x D): 
177.5 x 56 x 55cm

Serie 6 built-in fridge-freezer
KIS87AF30G

  

 –  HydroFresh drawer™ 
fresher fruit & vegetables

 –  SuperFreeze 
faster freezing

 –  Bright interior LED fridge light
 –  Dimensions (H x W x D): 
177.2 x 55.8 x 54.5cm

 –  Niche dimensions (H x W x D): 
177.5 x 56 x 55cm

Serie 6 built-in fridge-freezer
KIS86AF30G

  

 –   HydroFresh drawer™ 
fresher fruit & vegetables

 –  SuperFreeze 
faster freezing

 –  Bright interior LED fridge light
 –  Dimensions (H x W x D): 
177.2 x 55.8 x 54.5cm

 –  Niche dimensions (H x W x D):  
177.5 x 56 x 55cm

Serie 4 built-in fridge-freezer
KIV38A51GB

  

 –  LED electronic control 
 Vegetable box 
keep fruit & vegetables fresh

 –  Dimensions (H x W x D): 
177.2 x 54.1 x 54.5cm

 –  Niche dimensions (H x W x D):  
177.5 x 56.2 x 55cm

Serie 4 built-in fridge-freezer
KIN86VF30G

  

 – Right hinged door, door reversible
 –  SuperFreeze 
faster freezing

 – Bright interior LED fridge light
 – Dimensions (H x W x D): 177.2 x 
53.8 x 54.2cm

 – Niche dimensions (H x W x D): 177.5 
x 56 x 55cm

This model will be discontinued in August 2015, 
see website for details.

At a glance | Built-in refrigeration.
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Serie 2 built-in fridge-freezer
KIV32X22GB

  

 – LED electronic control
 –  Vegetable box 
keep fruit & vegetables fresh

 –  Dimensions (H x W x D): 
177.2 x 54.1 x 54.5cm

 –  Niche dimensions (H x W x D): 
177.5 x 56.2 x 55cm

Serie 2 built-in fridge-freezer
KIV38X22GB

    

 – LED electronic control
 –  Vegetable box 
keep fruit & vegetables fresh

 –  Dimensions (H x W x D): 
177.2 x 54.1 x 54.5cm

 –  Niche dimensions (H x W x D): 
177.5 x 56.2 x 55cm

Serie 6 built-in fridge
KIR81AF30G

  

 – LED electronic control
 –  Vegetable boxes 
keep fruit & vegetables fresh

 –  Dimensions (H x W x D):  
177.2 x 55.8 x 54.5cm

 –  Niche dimensions (H x W x D): 
177.5 x 56 x 55cm

Serie 6 built-in fridge with ice box
KIL82AF30G

  

 – LED electronic control
 –  Vegetable boxes 
keep fruit & vegetables fresh

 –  Dimensions (H x W x D): 
177.2 x 55.8 x 54.5cm

 –  Niche dimensions (H x W x D):  
177.5 x 56 x 55cm

Serie 4 built-in fridge-freezer
KIV32A50GB

  

 –  LED electronic control 
 Vegetable box 
keep fruit & vegetables fresh

 –  Dimensions (H x W x D): 
177.2 x 54.1 x 54.5cm

 –  Niche dimensions (H x W x D):  
177.5 x 56.2 x 55cm

Serie 8 built-in tall freezer
GIN38A55GB

 –  SoftClose door 
smooth controlled door closure

 – LED electronic control
 –  Bright interior LED freezer light
 –  Dimensions (H x W x D): 
177.2 x 55.6 x 54.5cm

 –  Niche dimensions (H x W x D):  
177.5 x 56 x 55cm

Built-in refrigeration.
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Serie 6 built-in fridge
KIR41AF30G

  

 – LED electronic control
 –  Vegetable box 
keep fruit & vegetables fresh

 –  Dimensions (H x W x D): 
122.1 x 55.8 x 54.5cm

 –  Niche dimensions (H x W x D): 
122.5 x 56 x 55cm

Serie 4 built-in fridge
KIL42VS30G

 – LED electronic control
 – Vegetable/salad container  
keeps fruit & vegetables fresh 

 – Dimensions (H x W x D):  
122.1 x 53.8 x 54.5cm 

 – Niche dimensions (H x W x D):  
122.5 x 56 x 55cm

Serie 2 built-in fridge
KIR24V20GB

  

 –  Right hinged door, door reversible
 –  Vegetable box 
keep fruit & vegetables fresh

 –  Dimensions (H x W x D): 
122.1 x 54.1 x 54.2cm

 –  Niche dimensions (H x W x D): 
122.5 x 56 x 55cm

Serie 4 built-in fridge
KIR41VS30G

 – LED electronic control
 – Dimensions (H x W x D):  
122.1 x 53.8 x 54.5cm 

 – Niche dimensions (H x W x D):  
122.5 x 56 x 55cm

Serie 4 built-in fridge
KIR31VS30G

 – LED electronic control
 – Vegetable/salad container  
keeps fruit & vegetables fresh 

 – Dimensions (H x W x D):  
102.1 x 56 x 55cm 

 – Niche dimensions (H x W x D):  
102.5 x 56 x 55cm

Serie 6 built-in fridge
KIR41AD30G

 – Electronic LED display
 – Hydrofresh drawer  
keeps fruit & vegetables fresh 

 – Dimensions (H x W x D):  
122.1 x 55.8 x 54.5cm 

 – Niche dimensions (H x W x D):  
122.5 x 56 x 55cm

Built-in refrigeration.
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Serie 6 built-in fridge
KIR21AF30G

  

 – LED electronic control
 –  Vegetable box 
keep fruit & vegetables fresh

 –  Dimensions (H x W x D): 
87.4 x 55.8 x 54.5cm

 –  Niche dimensions (H x W x D): 
88 x 56 x 55cm

Serie 2 built-in fridge
KIR18V20GB

  

 –  Right hinged door, door reversible
 –  Vegetable box 
keep fruit & vegetables fresh

 –  Dimensions (H x W x D): 
87.4 x 54.1 x 54.2cm

 –  Niche dimensions (H x W x D): 
88 x 56 x 55cm

Serie 6 built under fridge
KUL15A60GB

  

 –  Day light 
bright interior fridge light (1 x 25W)

 –  Vegetable box 
keep fruit & vegetables fresh

 –  Dimensions (H x W x D): 
82 x 59.8 x 54.8cm

 –  Niche dimensions (H x W x D): 
82 x 60 x 55cm

Serie 6 built under fridge
KUR15A50GB

  

 –  Day light 
bright interior fridge light

 –  Vegetable box 
keep fruit & vegetables fresh

 –  Dimensions (H x W x D):  
82 x 59.8 x 54.8cm

 –  Niche dimensions (H x W x D):  
82 x 60 x 55cm

Serie 4 built-in fridge
KIR21VF30G

 – LED electronic control
 – Vegetable/salad container  
keeps fruit & vegetables fresh 

 – Dimensions (H x W x D):  
87.4 x 53.8 x 54.2cm 

 – Niche dimensions (H x W x D):  
88 x 56 x 55cm

Available June 2015

Serie 4 built-in fridge
KIR21VS30G

 – LED electronic control
 – Vegetable/salad container  
keeps fruit & vegetables fresh 

 – Dimensions (H x W x D):  
87.4 x 53.8 x 54.2cm 

 – Niche dimensions (H x W x D):  
88 x 56 x 55cm

Built-in refrigeration.
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Serie 4 built-in freezer
GID18A50GB

  

 –  Right hinged door, door reversible
 –  SuperFreeze 
faster freezing

 –  Dimensions (H x W x D): 
87.4 x 54.1 x 54.2cm

 –  Niche dimensions (H x W x D): 
88 x 56 x 55cm

Serie 4 built-in freezer
GID18A20GB

  

 –  Right hinged door, door reversible
 –  SuperFreeze 
faster freezing

 –  Dimensions (H x W x D): 
87.4 x 54.1 x 54.2cm

 –  Niche dimensions (H x W x D): 
88 x 56 x 55cm

Serie 6 built under freezer
GUD15A50GB

  

 –  Right hinged door, door reversible
 –  SuperFreeze 
faster freezing

 –  Dimensions 
(H x W x D): 82 x 59.8 x 54.8cm

 –  Niche dimensions 
(H x W x D): 82 x 60 x 55cm

Serie 6 American-style fridge freezer 
KAN58A55GB black

      
cm
90

 –   CrisperBox 
fresh fruit and vegetables

 –   Electronic control for fridge 
and freezer

–    In-door ice and water dispenser
 –   Dimensions 

(H x W x D): 180 x 90 x 67.45cm

Serie 6 American-style fridge freezer 
KAD62V40GB stainless steel look

    
cm
91

  

 –   CrisperBox 
fresh fruit and vegetables

 –   Electronic control for fridge 
and freezer

–    In-door ice and water dispenser
 –   Dimensions 

(H x W x D): 175.6 x 91 x 72.5cm

Serie 4 American-style fridge freezer
KAN62V41GB stainless steel look

    
cm
91

  

 –   CrisperBox 
fresh fruit and vegetables

 –   Electronic control for fridge 
and freezer

–  DayLight 
bright illumination

 –   Dimensions 
(H x W x D): 175.6 x 91 x 72.5cm

This model will be discontinued in August 2015 
and replaced with KAI90VI20G.

This model will be discontinued in August 2015 
and replaced with KAN90VI20G.
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Contact Bosch Customer Service
To arrange an engineer visit, obtain 
product advice or order replacement 
spare parts or accessories visit  
www.bosch-home.co.uk or call  
0344 892 8979
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or to order spare parts and 
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(01) 450 2655
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or call 0344 892 8979
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